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MANAGEMENT DEFINED

MANAGEM T -.the act or art of maaaging: the conducting
or supervising of something: judicious use
of means to accomplish an end

MANAGE - to handle or direct with a degree of skill...(1)

Few community college educators would object to the idea that skillful

college leaders should use sound judgement in conducting college operations

in order for the institution to achieve the purpose for which it was created.

That is the primary definition of management, and i is clear that the

definLtion has positive overtones or implications. Given the positive

statement, one is pushed to nder why secondary definitions with negative

dimensions would tend to dominate discussion in an educational forum.

Keeping people under submission and manipulation are possible outcomes, but

management conducted according to the positive statement is oriented toward

a higher level of operation. People become the keyn to whether a

college functions in a healthy manner.

Bower (2) sees management as "the accomplishment of purpose through

the-organized effort of others." His idea seems to extend the traditional

definition -of "getting -k done througlvpeople." The elements of purpose

and organization are, important to any conception of community_ college

management. The focus on the roleof people in the enterprise will also be

central to any discussion of manageme=nt and productivity. George (3)

links the role of the manager with purpose and work environment when he

says, "Determining the collective objectives of an undertaking and

generating an environment for their achievement is the total function of



a manager. "' The historical look at management thought George (4) goes

on to conclude:

The managing process, therefore, is an eclectic
unity - a oneness made up of a mixture of planning,
organizing, directing-and controlling each

intermixed and involved in an inseparable whole.

The conception of management as a process, with certain functions

viewed as integral parts, provides a useful definition for a look at

community college administration,or management. By defining the functions,

one can reach a clearer understanding of how to approach structuring a

college so that the purpose will be achieved. A function is "one of a

group of related .actions contributing to a larger action."' (5) The

larger action, management, and the component functions of planning,

organizing, directing, and controlling provide the found tion on Which

to build a view of productive community college organizations. Add the

function of coordination as described by Barnard (6) in his seminal work

on management and the necessary "glue" for unity in management has been

provided. He says,"...the quality of coordination is the crucial factor

in the survival of. organization."

PLANNING

What are we aiming to accomrlish? What is our role? Why are we

organized? These questions are among the ones to be answered by top

administrators of community colleges if they fulfill Ehe expectations

held by society. The questions also imply the need for a sense of

direction or a reason for being" in higher education.

The dictionary (7) defines planning.as "the establishment of goals,

policies, and. procedure g4 Drucker oy goes beyond that definition

by indicating the need for clear objectives and goals,to be linked to a



definition of function and mission. MeManis Associates (9), in a

publication for the U. S. Office of Education, go so far as to conceive

of mission as the apex," supported by goals and objectives. They assume

the assessment of needs has preceded the formulation of the mission,

goals, and objectives, and that performance evaluation measures and mile-

stone projections are necessary managerial expressions of intent. Their

conception clearly moves one from the long-range view of mission and

goals to the short-range view of how an organization moves toward ful-

filling a defined mission.

Meaningful planning should incorporate the look into the future as

well as indicating the activities for the next year. The process of

planning, to be described later,- is a'vital function of management,

enabling boards and administrations

ORGANIZING

How shall we function? How are people to be involved? What kind

of structure will be most effective? Answers to these questions should

be related to the thrust of planning, since the imperative is to have

staff members contrihuting to the accomplishment. of the goals. The

dictionary (10)- definition describes an organic structure and says

that to organize is "tip arvnge or forM into a coherent unity or functioning

whole.",

Most cumwunity college administrators are familiar

h chart the course of the future.

h an organ a-

tional chart, but they seldom examine whether they have a "coherent

unity" or a "functioning whole." The American Management Association (11)

simply asks, "Who's involvel ... and how?" Providing a clear answer to

that question and implementing the dictionary definition will lead to

productive practices within this function of management.

3
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Who will do the work? When should the work be done? What

specifically-needs to be done? Answers t.o these questions prow'Je

"building blocks" when one links the function of directing with

planning and organizing. As the dictionary (12) indicates, direction

provides "guidance or supervision of action or conduct." Assigning

the work of the organization in a clear, orderly, and systematic manner

is necessary step for the community college administrator who is

concerned about an institution reaching its stated goals.

COORDINATING

Who must be kept informed? What kind of information must be shared?

Which groups must meet on a regular basis? Answering these questions,

one begins to focus on ways to enhance communication and cooperation

within a campus environment.

The dictionary (13) indicates that to coordinate is bring in

a common action movement, or condition." The overlap with the reference

to a "coherent unity ". in the function of organizing is obvious.

Coordinated efforts in an organization with clear work assignments,

logical work groups,: nd weildefined goals will lead toward produc iv

as it will be defined in this manuscript.

CONTROLLING

How do you evaluate results? By what standards do you measure

outcomes? Who will assess results? The terms evaluation, appraisal,

and review are common to community college administrators, even if they

do not relate them to-the controlling function of management. An admin-

A.- rator should be personally involved in this function to be sure that events

4



conform to plans within a cost that society is willing to pay. To

elaborate, the dictionary (14) says that to control is check, test

or verify by evidence to exercise restraining or directing influence..."

The reference to providing evidence is on target when one considers the
1

balls for accountability being heard in most states. Careful review,

appraisal or evaluation, and presentation of evidence take on fresh

importance in the face of these cries for accountability and the "tax

revolt."

SUMMARY

Five basic functions of management have been presented as components

of the management process. Other writers might include topics like

leading, motivating, communicating, team-building, decision-making,

staffing, budgeting, marketing and evaluation. The contention here is

that all of these vital elements are either incorporated within the basic

.
functions or they come as a result of ork in the basic functions. No

matter how management is defined, it seems likely that community college

adminiStrators,will focus increasing attention on how to manage. There

will.be a major thrust to develop skillful college leaders who will be

able to use sound judgement in conducting college operations in .order

for the institution to achieve the purpose for which it was created. The

wise administrator will also seek to learn what is known about management.

As Drucker (15y indicate-

There are manageMent tools and techniques. There are
management concepts and principles. There is a common
language of management. And there may even be a univer-
Sal "discipline". of management. Certainly there is a
worldwide generic function ...

5



Community college leaders will do well to face the demands for

operational efficiency and educational effectiveness by seeking to

utilize what is known to become better managers. Operational efficiency

and educational effectiveness, concepts not yet clearly defined, will

demand attention like never before. Educational productivity, a

blending of.the concepts, will be within the grasp of administrators

who learn to plan, _rganize, direct, coordinate, and control.
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PRODUCTIVI_ DEFINED

PRODUCTIVITY - the quality or state of being productive

PRODUCTIVE - having the quality or power of producing
esp. in abundance: effective in bringing
about: .yielding or furnishing results... 1)

A productive .manager might be described as one who is effective in

bringing about abundant results. The s P could be said for a productive

organization. Barnard (2) adds insight to the definition when he observes,

When a specific desired end is attained we shall say. that the action is

'effective.'" The reference to .a desired end reflects the definition of

management with the implicit idea that someone has defined the end or

purpose. Barnard recognizes the importance of purpose, and stresses the

commitment of employees to the,pUrposes of an organization. Roueche and

others (3) similarly point out that:

Results (the fulfillment-of obOctives) which allow the
college to accomplish its mission permit the .institution
and its 'personnel to be accountable to the constituency
served by the college.

Purpose or mission, therefore, assumes a central role in the discussion

-f both management and productivity. Lawrence ,(4) summarizes:

...the new accountability appears to call for'a clear
statement of purpose prior to the expenditure of funds
as a yardstick against which to measure 'effectiveness.

The introduction of "expenditure of funds" in the discussion leads to

another element one must consider when thinking about accountability or

productivity. As Hartnett (5) points out:



... accountability experts are concerned with effectiveness
and efficiency (its capacity to achieve results with, a
given expenditure of, resources),' and very often they are
more interested in the latter.

Effectiveness and efficiency, concepts often noted in disousSions of

accountability and productivity, are central to the discussion and must

be understood in order to consider an application of these concepts in

the management

EFFICIENCY

community colleges.

Efficiency can be defined as "effective operation as meaaured by a

comparison of production with cosr."(6) *Lawrence (7), hbwever, sees

the concept in terms of a 'program's capacity to achieve the intended

results within a given expenditure of resources." Noteworthy in,the

definitions are the terms "effective operation" and " "intended .results.

There appears to be agreement regarding the inclusion of costs in the

definition. In the first definitioncost is linkid with effectiveness,

which in itself must be evaluated. In the second definition, cost is

linked with intended results, which implies that desired results must

be identified before efficiency can be measured. Both definitions imply

that efficiency is more than just cost control...or curtailment.

, _ _

Another conception of efficiency is being developed at the National

Center for Higher Education Management Systemp4(NCHEMS)-. Romney, Gray,

and Weldon (8) view effi-Ciency as a comparison of actual results with

actual expenditures.. This view does not attempt to take into account the

difference between "intended results" or outcomes and actual results. It

should be pointed but that they include commitment, utilization, and

effectiveness in their definition of productivity; each of which will



receive attentionas a definition of roductivity is formulated. Hartnett

9) seems to use this narrow view of efficiency in describing the

traditional clash of a college financial officer,_ concerned about

efficiency, with faculty,members who resist any restraints on their

striving for educational effectiveness.

Barnard ,(10) introduced another thought about efficiency' which will
6 e

prove to be helpful in finally.defining productivity. Ha said that

efficiency of ,effort "... is efficiency relative to-the_secUring of

necessary personal contributions.to the cooperative system. "" In other-

words, the commitment of staff.members is necessary in order to increase

efficiency.

EFFECTIVENESS

Effectiveness can be defined in terms of "producing a decided,

decisive, or desired effect"(11) Lawrence (12)_elaborates:"...effectiveness

refers t- the degree to which the program succeeds in doineWhat was--

intended." The emphasis is on .the " "desired effect "" rather than On-

simply producing a "decisive effect. "" 'Once,aga n, implicit in the

definition is the idea that desirable outcomes have been described.

Barnard (13) provided substance fora working definition When he

sa ys effectiveness

...relates exclusively to the appropriateness of the
means selected under the conditions as a whole for the

accomplishment of the final objective.

To translate,,a manager must consider the working environment or

climate in selecting appropriate steps to take in moving,the --gnnization

toward accomplishment of its purpose. To extend the thought, an action

taken to increase efficiency in the immediate future-, but which is

10
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disruptive in-the long-term view, could not be described as effective.

ELABORATION ON PRODUCTIVITY

The thought of pursuing productivity in an educational setting was

foreign to educators prior to the push for accountability. Now, many

agree with Haggerty (14) when he says:

The concept of productivity is just as valid in education
as it is in the production of goods or food.

He points out that the only way we can. improve our standard of living is

through improvement in output per man-hour. He'evengoes so far as to

say:

..-.the employees of the education industry have been
completely dependent for any real gains in their own
incomes these past decades upon.. the increasing product vity
of the.other sectors of the. economy. -

His conclusions seem tnbe based on the traditional. conception of

productivity described by SibSon (15).

Productivity = _physical_output
total man-hours of work

Using the above-mentioned definition, Haggerty would, for example, look.'

for improved student-instruct6r ratios when expenditures are increased

for facilitieS, equipMent and supplies. Without trying to. refute the

example as a'legitimate part, of a quest for =productivity, the point

.be made that it is onlya. portion of what productivity means in an

Should

educational environment. Adopting the industrial conception of produc--

tivity demands that educators move toward greater quantification of

:results. In fact, extensive efforts have been undertaken to assist

college managers to cope with external pressure for accountability.
,

Lawrence and Servi,ce (16) provide anexcellent reView of the quest

or a quantitative language to assist the manager who wants to employ.



,quantitative management,techniques in higher education. They conclude'.

Mahagement -especially thanagementof higher education, is
simply too complex a-task to be reduced to a set of
routinized numerical procedures. (17)

They then describe the need to

...synthesize a plan of action from two aspects of
reality: (1) a world of people, human values, preferences,
aspirations, and interpersonal dynamics and (2) a world -of
things, facts, dollars, resources, and constraints. The
_creativity of this synthesis is the fundamental measure
of-a higher education - manager's effectiveness. (18)

Lawrence and Service (19) further state-that the

...major challenge is the need to focus more on the
effectiveness or end results of higher eddtation, as
opposed tothe efficiency Methodologies or means used
to reach.those ends.

They conclude by raising serious doubts about the operational'--

Viability of the.concept of productivity in higher education." (20)

One should not feel compelled to accept the conclusions of Haggerty,

Lawrence and Service. -Exploration should, however continue along the lines

suggested by Lawrence and Service. The focus can be on''end rsults,

if a new=conception of productivity can be developed,_Elbson (21)

Suggests a qualitatiVe productivity measure:

correctness measure of disruptive
Productiveness'= of action. I= out-ut 7 effect

totalqrtanhours of work

The'model, still in a conceptual state, causes one to-take a long-range

View of educational productivity: Appropriateness _factions, measure-
,

-meat of results-br'outcbmes, and the long7term effect i of an action

would be taken into account. Most community college administrators have

seen that "experimental change itself can produce higher prodUctivity in

the 'short run." (22) The challenge is to make progress for the-long run"

12



in an environment which must be judgdd to be different from the business

and industrial world.

As Dyer (23) has said:

. It must be constantly,kept in mind that the educational
process is not on all fours.with an industrial prOcess;
it is a social process in which human beings are
continually interacting with other human beings in ways
that are imperfectly measurable or predictable.-

Romney, Gray and Weldon (24) seem to recognize thiS difference in education

as they define productivity. Productivity is seen as meeting the,expecta-

tions of constituencies efficently and effectively. The introduction of

constituencies isan important step in understanding, how a thrust for

productivity can make sense to a community College,administrator. As

kenning and'others (25) indicate, multiple perspectives of.stUdents,

employers, funders, civic leaders, faculty and trustees must be taken into

account. In reviewing the list of those who hold expectations for the

community college, one is pushed to realize the complexity of the issue

of measuring educational productivity.

Goodwin-and Young (26), in reviewing the varying definitions of

increasing educdtiohal productivity, state in operational terms some-of

the elements which might emerge to-demonstrate productivity. They are:

1. lowering the cost of producing a unit educat

increasing the learning of students

making the staff more efficient

making the community college more accessible to a
wider'range of-students

tutting, attrition rates

increasing adinietrative efficiency

13



managing the physical plait ctively, including
the use of energy

The above-mentioned elements-indorporate both efficiency and.effectiveness,

but they may not focus:enough on purpose and commitment. If lne assumes

that the elements are all consistent with purpose, then they are helpful_

in understanding the concept of educational productivity. It should

also be recognized that progress along the suggested lines could not be.,

made without. he commitment of college personnel.

A- college which ii able .to satisfy its constituencies (meeting real-
J.

needs within:a tolerable cost) might be described as a productive

organization. It is likely to be an organization with clear' statements

of purpose and goals in which college personnel join in a commitment to

move the institution toward- satisfying its constituencies. It is also

likely to be an organization in which a long-range view of educational,

productivity is developed. Short range efforts to increase operational

efficiency may teexpended, but the efforts will not be seen

but rather will be viewed as "means" to a desired en

i4
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MANAGEMENT: STATE OF THE ART

The managing process, therefore, is an eclectic unity -
a oneness made up of a frilture of planning, organizing,
directing, and controlling - each intermixed and involved
in-an inseparable whole. (1)

..the quality of coordination la the crucial factor in
ther'survival of organization. (2)

a

Only in recent years have community college administrators begun to

focus on management concepts. Planning, organizing, directing, cdor-

dinating, and controlling were certainly practiced, but little attention

was directed toward improvement of these functions. Richardson (3),

writing in.1970, observed that a review of Junior College Journal articles

written during the previous three-years revealed only o.%?. "authoaitative"

rticle dealing with administrative strur:ture or concepts. The Higher
,

Education Management:Institute (HEMI) (4) recently observed:

The higher education research literature rarely deals with
management and training, Five graduate research assistants
fountinnly-about 600 citations over the past ten years
related in any way to management developtent,and training
of higher education. The great majority of these were
doctoral dissertation studies on limited populations, making
comparisons difficult.

The HEMI survey indicated that most studies simply described position tasks

or responsibilities.

The paucity of the literature dealing with higher
education management led 'the Institute to a review
of basic literature on theories of organizational
functioning and human effectiveness:-(5)`

HMI "believes that to the extent that management is a generic fUnction of

human organizations, lessons learned from.research in other areas can

benefit colleges and universities." (6)



A large number of college and university leaders agree that higher

education managers can learn from "what is known" about organi7;:ltional

behavior and management. A total of 557 institutions expressed interest,

and then 454 institutions sought participation in the Exxon Education

Foundation funded program at HEMI. (7) Many of the institutions were

community colleges, and eight community colleges were finally selected

to .participate in the pilot program along with 1b senior colleges. and

.universities. The community colleges were:,

1. Central YMCA (Illinois)
2. Community College of Allegheny County (Pennsylvania)
3. Community College of Denver (Colorado)
4. College of Lake County (Illinois)
5. Eastfield College and the Dallas County Community

College District Office (Texas)
6. J. Sargeant Reynolds (Virginia)
7. Los Rios Community College (California)
8. New York City (New York)

De Anna (California) Community College later became one of the pilot

institutions in this managementdevelopment training program. The program.

was launched by Exxdn funding in April,:1976 and.continues today with numerous

community colleges joining now that the pilot phase is complete.

Additional evidence of community college involvement in management

improvement can be found in a review of Title III funding. (8) A total

of 68 two-year colleges received "Basic" funding and 23 received "AdVanced"-'

funding during the fiscal year; 1977. Most of the grants provide

for major work in what HEMI calls management deVelopment- In fact,

primary thrust for AIDP programs is in an.activity called Planning,

Management and Evaluation (PMT). Administrative Improvement (AI) is also

Included to focus on'the development of individual managers. Several

community colleges, including Parkersburg Community College (West Virginia
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J. Sergeant Reynolds (Virginia), and Central YMCA (Illinois), are involved

in both HEMI And AIDP.

Title III funding is.also assisting more than 100 community colleges

-through the ACCTiOn Consortium. (9) This technical assistance project, in

it fourth year, is serving 116 two-year colleges in 3Y states. The

initial thrust of ACCTion was°to strengthen programs'in Community,services,
.

instructional services, resource development :and student development

services. The efforts have now expanded to include long-range planning,

management development, and manage ent'style. Through workshops,

institutes, and consulting; the Consortium is working 'to enhance the

management of.community college

The National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NC EMS)

(10) funded in large part by the National Institute of Education, has

published more than 70 documents dealing with the planning and management

-f higher education. Classification structures, management information

systems, facilities planning, cost analysis, data dictionaries, information

exchange, and state planning.are examples of topics addressed_ and work

undertaken at NCHEMS since 1970. Emphasis is now being placed. on measures

of educational outcomes ( "desired results"), planning, and community

assessment. Community colleges have been involved in numerous NCHEM4) projects,

and :have, in recent years, taken aleadership role in ,helping to advance

the "state of the att."

Three community -colleges helped develop an approach to community-

impact studies. Eastfield College (Dallas,. Texas), Kalamazoo Valley

(Michigan), and Valencia Community College (Orlando, Florida) were,involved

an effort to determine the impact a college is having-in-the community,
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.and' to identify directions the future.. The results of the pilot

studies have been published (11) and workshops were scheduled to encourage

other ro _ unity coilegesto undertake similar studies. A case study of'

the Kansas City Metropolitan Community Colleges is included in another

NCHEMS publication (12) on academic planning. The case studies resulted

from ork started in 1973 designed to improve planning and management in

postsecondary'education.(13) The Conunity College of Philadelphia and

Golden West (California) College had representatives involved in

guiding another publication (12) on institutional planning. Eastfield

College (Dallas, Texas) also served as one of four resource institutions

in the development of 'handbook. A series of "ExecutIve,Briefings"

for-community college administrators followed the completion of the

project. NCHEMS is continuing to develop approaches with particular

importance for community colleges.(15, 16, 17)

The program for the tenth annual."Institute for Educational Management"

illustrates the heightened' interest in management one is able to observe

in all higher educatiOn circles. The program (18) includes the topics

Control and Planning Systems
Labor Relations
Law and Higher' Education
Management Information Systems
Managing Financial' Resources
Organizational Behavior and Design
Personnel Policy and Administration
Analysis of The Environment

.4
The topics might have been taken from a program of the AACJC, the

-Association of Community College Trustees, The League for Innovation in

the,Community College, or any one of dozens of state, associations or

professional organizations with an Interest,inthe future of community

colleges. The point is, college adminiptrators must face the reality of
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stabilizing enrollment, declining resources and cries for accountability

by becoming better managers. The search for "better ays" should start in

the community served by the college.

COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT

The widespread shift in name from "junior college" to "community

college" indicated a level of institutional commitment to base programs

on the neede of specific communities. In fact, a recent survey indicated

that 95.7% of 819 responding colleges have.a common understanding Of community

education. Young, Fletcher and Rue (19) report the response to the

following definition of co unity education:

courses and activities for credit or noncredit, formal
classroom or nontraditional ,programs, cultural,
recreational offerihgs specifically designed to meet
the needs cif the surrounding community and utilizing
school, cotlege, and other facilities. Programming is
determined with input from the community being served.

The survey, focusing on one facet of mission or purpose, points out the

need for "input from the community." How can a community college obtain

the proper "input" so.that it Can structure itself to satisfy the consti-

tuencies? Each community tollegeomust answer the question if it is going

to be well managed and productive.'It may be.time,An fact, for colleges

te take a "refresher" course in'the"basica.

Johnson (20)' indicates that county collages should

Use lay advisory committees in the development of technical
vocational ,curricula; also-consider ving theth in developing

general education.offerings. Plan ,t_ have these committees,
whose membership will periodically change-, serve contio
uously both. during the period of establishment and' after
establishment as an ongoing aid to revising. and strengthening

the curriculum.

He also stressed the importanc9 of surve g theinterests, plans,- and goals

/of high school juniors and seniors." (21) if the Johnson work had been
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done in 1978, he would have included the other constituencies to be

"satisfied " 1979.

NCHEMS (22) identified potential constituencies in work with the

three community colleges. Questionnaires and procedures were developed

to survey:,

Citizens
-Civic Leaders
Educators
Employers
Faculty and Staff
Feeder Schdol Faculty and Counselors
Zraduating High School Seniors /
Social Servite Agercy Administrators
Students

"Inpu " from all .of the above-mentioned sources is important to any

community college concerned with whether it is utilizing its

urces to meet' ends'

community,' eeds may also .,be assesaed=and met through: collaborative

ventures with public, school districts. Examples of an evolving partner-

ship can be found in the experiences described. by Voorhees, King and

Cwik.(23) Clackamas (Oregon), Iowa Central (Iowa), Florida Junior.

College at Jacksonville, and Washtenaw (Michigan),were all involved in

developing community education programs for their respective communities.

Efforts were extended to define roles for' the community,c011ege and the

publicYschools. These approaches, ix successful, can demonstrate

k

accountability the constituencies by the avoidance of unnecessary

duplication.

Local boards,'' either elected or appointed, generally pi6vide the

,

legal-or formal/link to the, community, but they cannot possibly provide

all nput7 needed. Use Of advisory'committees, formal 'surveya and



linking with other community agencies, including employment services, can

provide the understanding of needs which is so vital if community colleges

are to fulfill their potential. Most community colleges have some kind

of advisory committee str9cture, and many have done some community survey

work, but a systematic program'is needed to yield information on a regular

basis. Community assessment information will be useful in,establishing

or reviewing institutional mission, well as serving to "chart" needed

new directions.

MISSION ROLE AND sou

Having passed through its adolescence, a community
college must develop rigorous operations definitions

of its educational missions. In the past, as community
colleges were groping for their pladt, both extrava-
'gant expectationp andexaggerated-promises of
perforMande weremanifest.(24)

Blocker talks- about the need for a sharper image; a clearer

definition of a sense of dire aon" or a "reason for being" in higher

education. McManis AssoCiates (25) assume that a needs assessment must

precede the formulation of mission, and Lawrence (26) points out that

a clear statement of purpose (mission) ,provides the "yardstick' against

which to measure,effectiveness." The concept, of mission, then, takes

on a pivdtal role in planning and measurement of productivity.

Interest in reviewing mission statements is being motivated by a

.vsriety:of forces,. All AIDP grants call for such a review, many states

are getting involved'(e.g.,A4est Virginia), and the push for accountability

;demands a=_thorough review. Competition for 'students, one of the reasons

that states are iftvolVed, must also be considered a'_otivating factor.

s
Clark (27) i discussing a movement toward centralization says:



If we must plan and coordinate at higher levels, as
we must to some degree, then we should be deliberately
attempting to separate and anchor institutional roles.

if community colleges "separate and anchor" their roles, they will be in

a good position'not only to cope with external realitites, but they will

be ready t4 manage for productivity.

Equally important to this' discussion is the extent to which college

perspnnel share a commitment to help the institution move toward

accomplishment of the mission or purpose. The importance of commitment,

an idea discussed in the definitions of management and productivity, will

resurface throughout this discussien as efforts are made to paint the

"big picture" of institutional efficiency and effectiveness.

Accrediting associations speak to the concern of mission in their

standards, thereby providing an opportunity for an institution to review

its mission on a regular basis. As the Southern Association (28) says:

Eacl stitution should clearly define its.purpOse and
should incorporate this definition into a statement
which is a pronoUncement of its role in the educational
world. The institution's integrity is measured not
only in terms of its stated purpose, but also in terms
of its conscientious endeavor to fulfill this purpose.

An institution will be unable to be "Conscientiods" without the commitment

of staff. It must also take seriously the charge to examine the purpose

when the opportunity is afforded.

Virtually all community colleges have dealt with the:defin4ion of

mission as a result. of one of the above-mentioned motivating forces. The

effectiveness of the worki however, Aepends on the answers to some

critical questions. Have Community.needs assessments provided the basis

for the definition? Were campus :personnel involved in developing the

statement? Is the institution organized in a manner consistent with the
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Mission? Does the mission statement serve as a basis for planning?

Affi- ative answers to the questions would seem to indicate that, an

institution is well on the way toward achieving educational productivity.

The next step is to link an understanding of need and the articulation of

purpose with an organization designed to achieve the "desired ends

ORGANIZATION.

Organization is the"' structural arrangement which provides
for the processes of governance, management, and leader-
ship. It it a bringing together of purpose and people.
Organization iS,the-structure of power and work activity.
More than an arrangement for formulating purpose, it is
an arrangement for translating purpose into performance.(29)---

Millett has summarized the task, theresult of which should be the

"coherent unity" or functioning whcle" discussed in the earlier definition-

of organizing. Community colleges, however, have, not always been organized

according to the idea of linking "purpose and people."" As Collins (30)

indicates:

When community/junior colleges began to develop, slowly in
the first half of this- century and rapidly during the last
two decades, they were built: according to the university
departmental model, even though it poorly fitted their
purposes.

The difficulty was that student- centered and-learningoriented institutions

. were adopting a structure which tended,to be faculty-oriented and teaching-

centered.

A line - and -staff organizational structure emerged which did not always

take into account the basic principles of organization found to operate

effectively in business and industry. The American Management Association

(31).has described the following principles:

1. Unity of Command
2. Span of Control
3. Delegation
4. Specialization
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The idea that no person can serve two " a-ters" is implicit in the definition

of "unity of commend." "Span of control" incorporates the complexity of the

work, administrative style, and-required interaction to determine how many

people can or should report to a manager. The answer is usually found in

the range of four to seven. "Delegation" includes responsibility (obligation

to take action), authority (right to fulfill responsibilities), and

.accountability (can never be completely delegated). Finally, "specialization ""

leads to the grouping of related functions. In summary, if an administrator

knows to whom he reports, supervises a reasonable number of staff members

whose functions are related, and receives authority equal to responsibility,

then he-will have an opportunity to be a productive man-ter.: Several

questions emerge, however, to spoil this ideal view of organization.

How.does one deal with th- president who erodes the authority of his

subordinates? How many deans of instruction attempt to supervise a dozen

or more departme heads? How many mid -level administrators feel that they

have almost no authority? How. often are reporting relationships determined

on the basis --of perSonelities?' Is it difficult to determine who can make a

final decision? The questions could go oni but the point is that many

community colleges have never sought to apply the above-mentioned principles

of organization. If they are applied, they might not operate without proper

coordination and direction of work within the institution.

The contention here is that any organizational

community needs are kno

ructure,,can work if

staff members are committed to the -mission, work

assignments are clear, coordination leads to collaborative efforts, and

managers know the type of performance expected. It might be more effective

following an analysis and modification of structure in relati nship to
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mission,' but it can work. Community colleges are probably like other

organizations in that they struggle principles of organization.

Sibson (32) observe ri -.not much authority is really delegated in

many enterprises today." He has further insight: "Actually, delegation

oCauthority really means the right to do the right things in an approved

way only." .
Managerial or leadership.style, a topic still to be addressed,

obviously impacts the ability of an organization to function as a

"coherent .unity." The relative ability of an institution to change the

structure must-also be considered.

Guth (33) shares some propositions about behavior and decision-making

which he believes to be generic:

1. Organizations do not respond in fat-sighted, flexible
ways to non-standard problems.

2; Organizations have limited flexibility and change only
incrementally except in crisis.

Organizations are blunt instruments; projects which
require that several units work together smoothly are
not likely to succeed.

4. Projects which require major dep;trtures from routines
are rarely accomplished as desired.

5. Leaders can inevitably expeCt distorted information
from sib-unit.managers and automatically should design
counter-strategies to compensate for their distortions.

6. When an .assigned piece of a plan goes against established
sub-unit goals, there will be resistance to implementing
it.

Ask any,community college president who has initiated major organizational

change and he or She will attest to the validity of the propotitions.

Administrators must start with "what is" and work carefully toward

educational productivity. Administrators of new colleges, on the other

hand, have an,opportunity to create appropriatestructures,related to the
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mission.

The new wave of community colleges, noncampus colleges as described

by Lombardi (34), offers exciting opportunities to bring together "purpose

and people.", The colleges described by Lombardi are:

1. Whatcom Community College (Washington)
2. Community College of Vermont
3. Peralta College for-Non-Traditional Study (California

4. Chicago:City-Wide College
5. Chicago Urban Skills Institute
6. Pioneer. Community College (Kansas City)

7. Coastline CoMmunity College (California)
8. Los Angeles Office for New Dimensions

"The department or division unit, so prominent in campus colleges is absent

or plays a miner role." (35) Most of the colleges have dropped student

activities, and most have organized geographical sub-units cared "field

sites, "instructional centers," regional areas, "program areas.

All of the colleges have developed a Central office or headquarters for

administrative and support personnel. All have organized with the hope

that barriers to access will be eliminated. Most of the institutions

appear to have considered the principle of specialization by grouping

related activities. Lombardi (36) summarizes the three organizational'

developments worthy of special notice,:

One is'the subordination or elimination of the department/
division as a.unit in-the administrative; organization.

A second organizational change, that may be,considered a
replacement fot the department /division, is the geographical
subadministrative units or/and the functional units...

The third change is the absence of the traditional student
government ancLextra-curricular-activities at the noncampus
colleges in multicampus districts...

It should also be noted that the colleges primarily serve pert -time students

and are staffed in the main by part-time instructors. They do present a

_good_example_j_community colleges_ endeavoring to organize in a ,manner to
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achieve purpose.

Another model, described by Collins (37), is the "cluster college"

concept.- He indicates that his model is not Evergreen Valley College,

Los Medanos College, Indian Valley College, Cypress College or Chabot

College, but he does acknowledge these innovative institutions as having

an influence on his thinking. Career categories (e.g., medical services)

providethe-organizational themes for centers of students and staff. He

.says "...people And programs are brought together because they have

something common." Each center would serve approximately 400 students

with 13 instructors and One counselor. Four centers would form a cluster

of 1,600 students. Collins (38) introduces a touch of reality, however,

when he says: "The structural change most fraught with problems would

be that of changing a traditional college into a cluster college." He

does go on to cite Du Page College (Illinois), De Anza College (California)'

and Chabot College (California) as having success with mini colleges

operating within traditional colleges.

The entire discussion regarding organization maybe academic if there

are problems between the chief executive and the policy-making body or

the chief executive and the head of a multiinstitution system. As King and

Breuder (39) indicate,

For a board and president to operate at peak effectiveness,
it is necessary that each has an unconditional positive
regard for the other and that both are dedicated to the`
stated philosophyi mission, goals, and objectives of the
Anstitution,.

If the "positive regard" does not exist, then the best organizational

structure based on careful needs assessment and the complete articulation

of mission cannot overcome the negative impact.
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Perhaps as Bushnell and Zagaris (40) suggest,

New organizational structures will emerge which encourage
those who should participate in decision making to do so.
The typical bureaucratic structure of the past with,its
hierarchical alignment of administrators, staff, and
students will give way to a. participatory management
frameworkwith both faculty and administrators serving
as "learning managers."

The "bureaudratic structure" and the hierarchical alignment" still

predominate, however, and pressures exist which serve to reinforce these

more traditional patterns. Garbarino (41) documents the development of

institutional systems that brought together numbers of campuses into

larger administrative units. He summarizes (42):

The increase in bureaucratization of the institution is
multiplied in the multicampus institutions and the multi-
institutional systems,.which'have growrLso dramatically
during the :past two decades.- In these systems the problems
of participation and coordination on a single campus are
compounded.,

He concludes (43):

The growth in the size of institutions, the shift to
public institutions, the creation of multicampus
institutions and multi-institutional systVkiS, and the
trend toward consolidated coordinating agencies-all
push decision making on major problems farther from
the individual faculty member, his department, and=
other colleagues with common interests. In the process

of adapting to these changes, strains are placed on
existing faculty governance mechanisms, and one of
the modifications of the traditional,pattern that has
appeared is the faculty union.

In the face of bureaucratization and unionization, the only hope for achieving

educational productivity may reside in the organizational climate in which

the work is done. Careful needs assessment, articulation of the mission

or purpose, and application of the principles of organization can certainly

enhanCe the potential for a healthy organizational climate.
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ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE /M ANAGERIAL LEADERSHIP

...we believe that an institution is well managed when
it has:

...Developed an organizational structure and climate
thae.fosters a high degree of motivation among its
managers and staff and a climate conduciVe to working
together toward the institutional goals and oblectives.(44)

Implicit in the above-mentioned assumption suggested by HEMI is the

belief that managers set the "tone" or establish the climate for: the

institution. Another of-their basic assumptions "is that an improvement

in the effectiveness of college...management will lead to an improvement

in institutional effectiveness. "'' (45) InstitutiOnal effectiveness is

viewed in terms of outcomes,.a topic to be addressed later, while the

management effectiveness views are based on the work of Rensis Likert.' (46)

In conceptual terms, the model consists of- a set of
causal management variables which significantly relate
to a set of intervening work group variables, which in
turn relate to'a set of end result or outcome variables.

Organization climate and leader behavior'are among the "causal variables"

which can be modified'by college leaders. These variables, along with

organization policy and procedures, organization structure, and objectives

and,programa are viewed 'as determinants of organizational effectiVeness.(47)

TBetter performance, as measured by objective end results in a variety

of organizational settings, 'likely to be attained when Likert's

"Group Interaction: Collaborative" system is the prevailing pattern.

leader or manager acts as follows:

When decisions apprOpriate for his level need to be
made, the...leader habitually uses group meetings,
rather than individual conferences, to develop the
maximum relevant information. He invites the open
participation' -of as many members of his immediate
work group as can conveniently attend... He not
braY7Obtaana a-nandid-updoWn-eX-Change- of
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but also promotes lateral exchange of views and
information and critique among all participants...If
there is no group consensus on the best way to proceed,
he readily makes the decision...(48)

The community colleges involved in the HEMI process are going through an

internal needs assessment, part of which is deSigned to.measure the degree

to which authoritarian or participative patterns of leader and group

behavior are employed. The research results of this work will have signi-

ficant implications for all community colleges concerned about institutional

effectivenes.

Colleges involved in ACCTion have also focused on management style acid

organization climate. A total of 74 presidents recently participated ira

workshop utilizing "The Managerial- Grid" developedby Robert Blake and Jane

Mouton.(49) What can one learn from.the grid?

In any managerial environment, the basic conflict is.
people virsusroduction. Some executives are product=
oriented, and others are people-oriented Some are
indecisive, ,seme avoidconflict,-and some cause Conflict.
But no matter what style you are, the reaction of the
people you manage, your associates, or your managers may
be differeht from what you intend...Usinethe grid theory,
you can learn to identify your style. and .recbgnize others'

reaction to it.

The ideal on the gtid is "Team Management" in which "production is frogi

integration of task and human requirements into a unified system of inter-

play towards organizational goals." This high concern for people and

production is compatible with the "Group Interaction: Collaborative" system

,developed by Likert.

The examples cited regarding the involvement of community colleges in

seeking to understand manager or leader behavior and .its impact On the

organizatfon are indiCative of a growing interest. In discussing the "state

of the art, it would be premature to draw 'conclusions about whether



what has been observed in other organizations will hold true in community

colleges. Participative patterns of leader and group interaction, or

delegative management styles would certainy be favored, however, if the

environments prove to be similar.

,Sibson (50), in reviewing the history of delegative management, said:

"Delegative management is not really_a new idea, nor is it a discovery."

He reviewed participative management (results were often higher coats and

counterproductive incentives), X and Y theorieS.(dealt with the b lance

between management of things and management of people), organizational

development (a "fad"), job enrichment, and open systems of management.

He concluded:

Common to all these theories and some lesser personnel
practices is one underlying idea - the recognition that
an essential element of human resources management is,
to have employees who do the work to be a meaningful
part of structuring the work.

5ibson 51) also noted the importance of a "climate of organize-

tional true. "and the "expectation of excellence" if an organization is

-to have effective delegative management.

Sibson refers to the workof Douglas McGregor (X and Y theories) who

is quoted as often as any other theorist. Views from McGregor ,following

work as a college president (Antioch), might be helpful to one seeking to

understand how to strike-A balance-between providing for participation and

making decisions. McGregor (52) says:

I believed...that a leader could operate successfully as
a kind of adviser to his organization. I thought 1,

could avoid being a "boss.'" Hadbrisciously, I suspect_ ,
I hipped to duck the Unpleasant' necessity of making
difficult decisions, Of taking tWresponsibility for
one course of action among many uncertain alternativeslr

of Making mistakes and taking the-consequences. I

thought that maybe I could operate7-so that everyone



would like me - thit "good human relations" would
eliminate all discord and argument.

I couldp't have been more wrong...1 finally began to
realize that a leader cannot avoid the exercise of
authority any more then'he can avoid responsibility
for what happens to his organization.

With that statement, if sounds like McGregor moved to an understanding of

the Likert "group interactive-collaborative" model in which the leader

makes a decision in the absence of a consensus.

Hall (53) ind: ates that the manager can make a choice to achieve or

not. In his view, the high achiever chooses an integrative style of

management. He "...values people just as highly as the accomplishment

of production goals." 'Another way of stating that view was indicated in

the reference to the work of Blake and Morton. The references are to the

kind of manager who is concerned about maintaining a healthy organizational

climate and involving peoplgfin the process while at the same time gett.

the work done with alligh level f,.,efficiency. Accerding.to Hall,

Tarticipative Practices are favored by him over
unilaterally directive or.lame duck prescriptive
Measures.

Hodgkinson: (54), in commenting on conditions leading-toward educational

productivity, says that the manager will:

.Establisha generally democratic governance structure
Which permits many people to exercise leadership yet
permits effective decision making.

What isbeing described is between an autocratic approach,which may -be

icient,and a laissez-faire approach, which might produce staff content

meat and little productivity Pray (55), however, suggests different

perspective when he says

eXiSta no widespread consensus on the
special style, behavior,and.problemaxd
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administration of community colleges which should
enhance chances-0 success in the positim (president).

How is one to judge success: in te._

of educational productivity?

of retention of a job or achievement

If success is to be judged in terms of educational productivity,

then Cohen an&Roueehe (56) may have the best definition of a-leader.

A leader is one who moves the group toward its goals.
The miality of leadership does not necessarily' relate
to the leader's being liked or feared by group members.
The essential is that there be effect. Without grbup
movement toward defined ends, there has been, by
definition, 116 leadership,exerted."

Bennis 57) adds pefepective:

The difference between - 'routine and non-routine tasks
is the difference between management and leadership.

The manager who has decided "to achieve" is going to be "out front

Planning and structuring /organizational processes so that educational

productivity can be achieved.
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STATE OF THE ART: ORG -IZATIONAL PROCESSES

Leading in the traditional sense perhaps means planning
what the job is; imposing rules, regulations, and train-
ing to accomplish it; and overseeing control and
discipline to,-assure the desired outcome.- Creative,
goal=oriented leadership. may embody many of the same
prodesses but emphasizes the partitipation and motiva-
tion of people by involving them in the processes of
planning, - controlling, appraising, and conflict
resolution.(1)

Lahti was diseussing the involvement of people in the important

.processes which must-be in place if a community college is going to..

move toward "desired ends." Stress has already been placed on -the fact

that the needs of the community must be known, the mission of the

institution must be clear and accepted, the organizational structure

-should be related to the mission; and institutional leaders should be

concerned about the impact of their behavior on the organiiational

climate. The focus now should be on how to make plans and initiate action

to see that events conform to those plans.

PLANNING

,.The primary prerequisite to planning,.definition of mission of purpose,

has been discussed , but its importance must be stressed. -As Kieft, Arrni

and Buckley () indicate: "Tile lack of such a statement could seriously

jeopardize the success of planning." They see the mission statement

serving as a guide for policies and OtOgrams developed in.the planning

process. Their handbook, developed in concert with college and universities,

is designed to-assist institutions with an interest in developing a

comprehensive, program-based, and long-range planning process. This NCHEMS
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work followed publication of four case studies ( 3)._ The following con-
,

cluaions

process.

based on the =HEMS work (4), form the basis for _ planning

1. Planning cannot-be separated from the mainstream
of institutional decisionmaking.
Planning is a future-oriented activity.
Planning must not be limited to -quantifiable.or
measurable consideration.

4. ,A planning process should rationalize decision-
making by minimizing its ad hoc character.
Stridt schedules-and,calendars for planning activities
are,necessary.

6. Effective planning must_be appropriately supported
with staff expertise.

7. Planning requires information about internal
of the institution.
Planning requires information external
institution ,--as well.

9. The importance of planning.. .is symbolized by
visible commitment of the institution's chief
executive officer...
As a planning process. becomes
become more mechanistic.

11. Any planning process that seeks to establish
,prorities,requires considerable time and energy
.fro: all participants.

to the

operational; it

aspects

the

ill

StiggestiOns'offered 6-_ hot,) to develop a Planning process include assessment

of theneed and desire for planning within the institution and the creation

of planning assumptions. -ortant advice.is.also offered relative t$;)

productivity.

taken

Efficiency and effectiveness, concepts discuesed earlier, must be

into account in structuring a planning process,

avoid two common errors."

The process "must

The first, often.found in processes that stress economy,-
is the propensity to assess productivity only in terms
of costs. 'Here the underlying assumption is that any
reduCtionAn .0st is to be applauded as an -improvement
in productivity, regardless of itsimpact on the
institution's effectiveness. The second,_upually made
by academics.and'the academy-minded, is a propensity to

-0assees productivity only in terms of outcomes. Here the



underlying assumption is that any improvement in
outcomes, hoWever costly, is desirable. Both outlooks
are faulty, because they ignore the fact that
productiVityAS a relationship'betweentwe'variebles,
costs and outcomes.(5)

The document .also describes the implementation and operation

planning cycle over a three-year period.

Following publiCation of the NCHEMS documents, "Executive Briefings"'

(6) were scheduled for community college personnel m,several states

.(e.g., Washington, Oregon and.Virginia) and associations (e.g., AACJC).

The. briefing included a review of some the best.documents developed __

date and provided practical advice on-how to develop a planning system in

a community college. The ork of Satish Parekh -(7), the National Associa-

rn of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO) (8), and the

`Resource.Center for Planned Change (9), ere included in the review. It

should also be noted that many community colleges, including .the.

'Dallas County. Community College District, reviewed the early'drafts of

the NACLIBO publication.

Almost every professional association:meeting during 1978-79 included

planning as a program topic. An example is the progrem developed by COMBASE

(A Cooperative for the Advancement of Community-Based Postsecondary

Education), The University Of. Michigan Extension.Service,-and Washtenaw

(Michigan) Community College. Their conference, held in March, 1979, was

"Community Colleges at the Crossroads: Planning or the Next Decade."

Topics included:-

The ,Next Decade: Analysis of'Social and Economic Trends
Community' College-Miseion for the 1980's
ComMunity College Planning Models
Policy Choices for the 1980's
A National Study on ComMunityCollege Futuring
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Again4 those topics might have been taken from any one of a dozen or more

meetings held during 1978-79. It is safe to say that community. ,college

leaders are recognizing the vital, role of planning in the management of.

their institutions.

It.is important for the community college manager to see how the

various functions of management are expressed in planning activities.

In addition to planning, one of the defined functions, direction, coordina-

tion and .controlling are iMPOrtant. In developing, and approving

plans, a-manager is involved in directing the work of the institution. In

resolving conflicts between competing interests and in causing units-to

collaborate, a manager is involved in coordination. In creating plans,:a

manager is creating something against which to make a later measurement

and,therefore,is involved in controlling activities. He is also involved

in moving an institution toward "desired ends."

RESCHKE ALLOCATION /BUDGETING

In recent, years, we have Lome to realize that_the only
way to effectively allocate resources is to handle the
planning before that finri budgeting-process occurs.(10).

-Harvey also notes that "it is, only after.a thorough, detailed.

planning process has been complet 4 that resources can be allocated

effectively." In.other words, just as the development of a clear, mission

prerequisite for the Olanni cess, planning should be a pre-
,

requisite for the alcatio;-. of ._sources.

Community colleges have certainly not been immune from the _sCal

constraints being imposed on institutions of higher education. Millett (11)

observes:

Beginning about 1970 there occurred the "new depression ""
in higher education. Financial difficulties have continued
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throughout the 1970's, and there s the reasonable
prospect that financial pressures will continue into
the 1980's,' and perhaps beyond.

He:also,'makes the important point: Ikl1Purposes and'all program oroutput

objectiveg must continually be'reviewed and reformulated in terms of

available income." Income, nne side of the equation, will be addressed in

the section, "Resdurce Development." Suffice it to Say atthis point that

almost all community colleges are struggling to bring expenditures within

Millett (12) sharpens the focus:the .limits' of available income.

Essentially there are two apprbaches to determining the
budget requirements of an enterprise.' -tine approach is
to examine needs, needs:in terms of_some desirable state:
of oUtput'and in terms of some desirable rate of expen-
diture-for the:production inputs of facilities, personal
services, supplies and equipment, and other-costs. The
second approach is to determine availahle'income, and to
plan both output and costs in terms of fitting programs
to anticipated revenues. some extent all enterprises
undertake both sPOroaches to their expenditure budgeting.

Millett D.3) 'then describes . five well known practice& in budgeting.

They are:

1. Incremental budgeting ThiS process.begins with the current

pattern of expenditures and makes needed additions to the.level

of outlay.

Program budgeting - This process conceives of budgeting as a.

part of long-range planning. Expenditure requirements gre

expressed in terms related to specific program objectives.

Zero-Based budgetifig - This prpcess demands a complete justifi-

dation of the entire budget request.

Income-Expense budgeting - This process demands that expenditures

are completely controlled by available income.

5. Executive Decision budgeting - Budget decisions'in this process
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are made by decree of the responsible administrStors and the

governing board.

No Jlia ter
.

which approach is taken, the budgets should be determined by the

educational prograM, the need for support services, and the limits of

available resources.

Harvey (14), in his publication prepared for AIDP institutions,.

discusses the advantageg and disadvantages of-2ero=Base budgeting. This

process, clearly linked-

potential advantages:

program budgeting (PPBS),' has the following

Produces Annual Program and Expenditure Review
Tradition-Cannot Justify Budget
Can Save Money'
Develops Cost- Conscious Staff
Better Staff Morale
Reduces Empire Building
Easier:to Add New Approaches
More Effective Remediation of Staff Weaknesses .

Clearer Relation of Budget to Institutional Objectives
'-Better Top, Management Decisions

Among the potential disadvantages are:

Increased Paperwork
increased Staff Time
Difficulty in Developing and Ranking
Decision Units and Packages
Little Motivation for Staff

Harvey (15) indicates: "ZBB is likely to be a buii word in the years to

come, as was the Planning, Programming, Budgeting System (PPBS) and

Management by Objectives (MBO) before it." For interested institutions,

he does do a good.job of describing how to impleMent a Zero-Base,processt

The imperative, as indicated by the_American Council on Education

(ACE) (16),. is as follows:

The annual budget should be coordinated with'the long-
range academic and financial plans. It,however,'is
'specific and detailed and presents the plan to finance
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the approved academic program and supporting services
for a fiscal year. The annual budget is determined
largelyby, the, academic program,.but it must be
formulateciwithin the limiti' of the resources available.

ACE also recognized the vital role to be played by faculty and staff

members, division or department leaders,-and institutional leaders

Further, a suggested flow of activity is helpful in structuring a process.

ACE (17) concludes:

The budget consists of a series of estimates, many
of which are prepared months inadvance...Sinde
conditions change,.-.there should be continuous review

,of-the data on which the budget estimates were based.
Periodic revisions should be made in order that the
budget may always represent an up-to-date estimate of
realizable revenues and a realisticopjan for
expenditures.

:krladeck (18) introduced an important note of caution that community

eollege7leaders would be wise to consider. He said:

...one central element in the economics of,higher-

education is. still poorly.understood,,.That element
is the role of.capital investment-- of physiCal
plant,,-of bricks and mortar -- as a source of
financial strain orteducational institutions.

He highlights,` the problem :.

..institutions insevere financial- straits continue

to .build in the illusory belief that, 'since the

sources of capital-funding appear to be independent

of operating funds, the impiet of capital investments
on operations will only be beneficial.

He goes on to discuss the "uncontrollable" expenses for plant operatibn and

maintenance, and. stresses that with energy costs soaring the expenses can

only increase. Community college managers, struggling to-match operating

income and expenditures, will. do well to watch for such hidden long-range

_costs. The admonition. pushes the wise manager to consider long-range-

expenditure planning.
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Millett (19) views expenditure planning as a technique of leadership.

Expenditure:, Planning-and income planning, along with
polierplanning, Are the vital tools of management,
leadership, and governance within Colleges'and-
universities.- These. tools are indispensable as college
and universities confrOnt the uncertainties of the
1980's.Ahd the19901S.

If one doubts Millett, he should consult any California community college

president who is presently involved in resource development.

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

All too often-educational institutions:attempt to
jump headfirst into a program to secure extra--
institutional funds without first considering the
basic implications of their actions or the
potential consequentes,of such endeavors. (20).

YOung reminded community .college managers of the importance of mission or

"desired ande in the

resource development"

pursuit of funding.

in which assessment

He called for "proactive

of institutional and clienl

needs and.-anticipated outside funds are related to regular budget resources

and the_total program of the institution.

One does not need to look for long to discover why " "resource development"

is suddenly-a popular topic for discussion. The passage of proposition 13

(CaIlfornia)-served notice on all ofiligher education, but thd pressures had

been building for several years.- Rushing (21).discussed building financial

constraints.and suggested that the problems must be met by imaginative long-

range planning. He saw- planning as critical, without regard for the

approach taken to solve the problems. Locating additionalrevenues

("resource development") reduced costs ("efficiency") and a combination

of the two were the areas Mentioned for explbratiod. California community

college leaders have, since Proposition 13, been heavily involved in the

search
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pmbard (22) provided a thorough review of unity college

financing in the "post-proposition '13 era." -He discussed'tax revenues,

state subventions, and tuition as the principal sources of community

college revenue. He also pointed out that federal aidj.epresents only

6-10 percent of operating-budgets He viewed private sources, interest

income, and profits from auxiliary enterprises as having minor signi-

ficance. In states without tuition (e.g., California) or lodal taxes

(e.g., West Virginia), the problems are compounded. State funding

obviously takes on special significance under either circumstance.,

With enrollment stabilizing

in resource development ill indrease,hecause'the state formulas are

r declining, the pressure to get involved

based on or related to student enrollment. Full-time student equivalents,

contact-hoursof instruction, or-student credit'hours usually "drive" the

formulas.:

Potential for increasing revenue from -the primary sources. is bleak

,according to Lombardi. He cites 20 failures to increase local tax levies

in Illinois since 1968. During the same period only six were approved.

,He also gives evidence to indicate that legislators and goveraors have been-

placing limits on resources to be allocated. Restrictons,placed on fUnding

.

).
for noncredit courses, a growing reluctance to-further increase tuition (or

to charge tuition in California) and fees, and questions about the impact

of-the financial crisis on the "open door" are reviewed by Lombardi before

,he concludes: ...the lean years for community,colleges may extend into, the

1980ts

AACJChas been active for- several years in helping member institutions

`cope with the changing reality. Through sponsoiship of workshops,
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seminars,.and internshipS, community colleges have been led to pursue more

actively the potential- for federal funding. As Lombardi indicated, however,

only 6-10 percent of operating income is from the federal source. This area

will likely become a priority for institutions moving into a planning

process for resource development. AIDP funding, reviewed,earlier, is an

outstanding example of community colleges moving to tap the federal source.

Many, however, questiow,the RotentialLloss of local control 'which could go7

with an increasing federal r 1

Will community colleges be able attract new students to enhance the

funding from state sources. Lombardi dffers little hope:

The unpromising forecasts on population and enrollment
are discouraging growth because there is a close

,relationshop between such growth and revenue. For the
,last ten years the droP in the enrollment of full-time
college-age youth has been bafanced by the ,enroilment
,of,new students --,minoritiea, veterans, middle-aged
women, senior citizens, part-timers, the handicapped,
and the institutionalized. :But, this flow seems to
have reached its peak.

If one accepts that analysis, then bringing about changes state formula

funding approaches may be the only hope. Wattenbarger and Starnes (23)

have classified the state patterns as follows:`

I. Negotiated Budget - The:,,college,negotiates with a state board or

the legislature. (12 states)

Unit Rate Formula - The revenue is based on a unit like student
6

credit hours. (15 states)

Minimum Foundation - Funding is based on the-ability\of a college

support a minimum foundation with a property tax '(8 states),

Cost-Based Program - Funding is based on the cost- instruction

by category (e.g., technical education). (15
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It is safe to say that community college leaders dill scrutinize their

respective patterns for the purpose of, enhandifigthe situation.

The thrust for 'resource development" is also likely to lead toward

increased efforts -to attract, private funding. Solicitation of foundations

andAhe-Creation of foundatiOnsjean avenue -with potential. The creation

of,a,foUndation is for a specific purpose. As,the Charter and Agreement

tion-of- _he,Tarkeraburg Community College Foundation, Inc,

states:

The objects for which this corporation is formed are as
follows:

To-promote, encourage and assist in the development and
. growth of the Parkersburg Community College and to-
.render service to and assistance to the College, its
faculty, students and alumnae and to the citizens of
the State of West Virginia....

The oivortuniiy-to-inVolve the local community, particularly where there is

no local tax levy, offers great promisefdr the'future. Provisions for

scholarships, special- projects, and-:capital projects will allow community

colleges to fill the gaps often left by-state funding patterns. It is

;predictable that Community colleges will,arso increase their activity in

the solicitation of grants from existing 'foundations In fact, this area

may be the greatest untapped resource.

One.of the commitments made by collegeg which have been successful on

the "resource, development front" (e.g., Santa Fe, Florida) is the

,dedicitidn of personne-to, lead the effort. The old adage; "you have to

spend money to make money," is probably very true when resource development

. is the topic. It is iMportant for ,colleges to view the expenditurs as

.nvestments with the potential for a:big "payoff," .As young indicated,

the effort needs-4)-b_ proactive an_ that is not likely to happen in the
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absence of someone, who is devoting primary effort to the task.

A,

Another thrust with promise, in addition to the quest for productivity

within current'resources, is the new interest in marketing or, student

recruitment. In the face of'funding formulas driven by student numbe

community colleges are bound to expend efforts in the area of expanding

enrollment.

MARKETING

Rather than get caught up entirely in discussions of retrenchment,

community college leaders might begin to plan for'stu %lent recruitment

Leach (24) indicates:

The,' discipline marketing,. applied to highet education,
offers a positive alternative which has the potential for
increasing enrollments, reducing attrition, and making
college Services More responsive to the needs of consumers
(constituencies?).

He described the creation of a task force at Prigce Georgets Community

College. (Maryland) which led an effort to apply marknting,principles for

the purpose of increasing enroliMent. The group .must have been successful.

since in face of a 2 percent increase nationally in 1977, Prince George's'

experienced an increase of 15 percent in headcount e _ollment They

focused on how to provide students with adequate information (promotion),

how to invest resources to prevent students from dropping out (delivery),
M1

and how to assess outcomes (evaluation).

iA review o , ads for conferences and services s n a single edition of
A

The Chronicle (25) reveals th'e heightened interest in the topic.. Ineluded,

were

Student Wention
Copinill4ieli Decline
Marketing Education Programs by Direct Mail
Recruit Foreign Students--
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ea

Marketing The'College.And University
Refers Qualified Foreign StudentS
AACJC Older Americans Program
Does Your School Have Its Share of foreign tulle -7

These topics were representative of the program topics for numerous conferences,

semtoarS, and workshops he'd during 1978-79. In addition, many colleges

activated committees to plan _arketing'efforts.

A task force al Parkersburg Community College recommended a program

including the following:

,l. Evaluation of current programs-and services,

Promotion of teamwork within the institution,

Review of app7oaches to publicity,

Development of pvoblem-solving approaches to deal with transportation

and housing,

5. Creation of a campus Information center,

-Development of an expanded community needs assessment process,

7. Creation -of a formal orientation ptogram for new staff.members,

Developinent of 'an-extensive student follow-up prograin,b

Review of all pliblications,

10. .Development of a goal-oriented advising system,

11. Scheduling of an open hOuse activity,

12. Creation of a specific recruitment program.

The above - mentioned activities, if related to the institutional mission

and goals, will enable the staff to be involved in a:major renewal activity.

All of the activities will be fruitless, however, if the institution :.Zs not

offering and developing programs to meet specific needs.
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The developmept of need. is a matter of perception. When

an existing college is experiencing difficulties, the

realization of needay be immediate; otherwise 'it may
not occur until there has been extensive self-study or

external examination, or it may never occur. But

colleges that continually fail to recognize needs are
likely candidates for extinction. (26)

Levine went on to point out that administrators are,, becoming increasingly

involved in educational policy making, include program development.

Financial constraints are cited as the reason for the increased level of

involvement. He also indicates the importance of recognizing, he

appropriate form of administration to follow within different campus

environments.

Antagonistic, neutral, and supportive environments
require 'different-types of administrative arrangements,
different types of leadership, different modes or
implementing change, and different types of change. (27)

Imposition, with a "protective cushion," led by top administrators or

powerful faculty is seen as the only way new programs can be introduded

in an antagonistic environment. Ji coalition of campus opinion leader

is viewed as being able to effect change in a neutral environment. The

0

operating leaders (e.g., chairmen and deals), with consensus on campus,

will be able to implement new programs within a supportive environr.ent.

Community college leaders would certainly do well to assess the campus'

environment within which they plan to introduce new program ideas. They

must,also be certain-that'a "real" need exists in the service area.

Kieft (28) includes the approach taken in Kansas City (Metropolitan

Community College District) in which steps takenjn a feasibility study

are described. Included are the following activities:



Appointment of Temporary Advisory Committee
Job Market Analysis
Survey, of Existing- Programs to Establish Geographic Need
Determination of Acceptability for Transfer
Determination of Degree of Student Interest
Determination of Aveilability,of Facilities

results of the,feasibility study are positive, then additional steps

include:

Selection of Permanent Advisory Committee
Curriculum Development and Review
Budget Development
Facility Requirements Specified
Approval Procedures

Appropriate roles for community representatives, university representat

and college faculty and administrators are also described. The process

yes,

described is specific to the program thrust being explored, but it can also

be' viewed as a past of ongoing community needs assessment. Given proper

needs assessment and appropriate program development; the focus new should

be on committed, satisfied faculty and staff members who are called toto.

implement programs.

PERSONNEL SYSTEMS

The minimum expectation for a personnel system would be to avoid trouble

and employee discontent. Developing a system that contributes to the success

of the Institution would, however, be the goal for an institution concerned

OV
about educational productivity. The American Council on Educati On (ACE)(29)

addressed the goal in describing a systematic approach, to personnel

administration. They call for &personnel department responsible for the

following activities:

1. Recruiting and screening applicants - The important element of

"compliance" is,included,

Establishing training and' supervisory programs - Elements included
, .
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are orientation, supervision,. amid staff. development.

Establishing a classification system - The basis for the system

would be position descriptions.

4. Developing salary and wage plans Performance and length of

service are considered along with salary and wage ranges.

5. Establishing and administering policies governing relationships

between the institution and its staff members - The matter of

morale is discussed.

-Maintaining complete personnel records - This function is related

to the program of staff benefits as well as ta statistical

reporting.

6

7. Administering the program of staff benefits - Included are

administrators faculty, and service personnel.

th the emphasis in the 1930's on compliance, equal opportunity, affirma

action, equal. pay for equal work, and Unionization, it is difficult to

understand' how any college could avoid confronting the matter of personnel

administration.-

Sibson'(30) suggests three levels'_of achievement with respect to

compensation:

...solving the pay problems of the enterprise, making a
strategic contribution to the achievement of enterprise
goals, and contributing to the development of the

1

organization.

He is really talking about whether there are incentives present that

encourage staff. members to develop themselves in ways to benefit the

organizat on.

The type of approach:encouraged by Sibson, and the type being developed

in some comunity colleges(e.g., Dallas County Community College District
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and Parkersburg Community College) would include:

1. Creation of position descriptions based on a position analysis.

2. Development-of a position evaluation process which is likely to

includea point evaluation system.

Establishment of a process to group positions in grades on the

basis of total points yielded in the position evaluation process.

4. Creation of a process to "price" the, relative value of positions

classified according to grade.

Establishment ,salary or -wage ranges (minimum to maximum) for

each grade in the SYste-

Developing an apprOach t ricing" the structure in relationship

to the market (-

region).

7. Creation of a policy for salary ad

-pay actions.

local coMmunity or higher education in the

n stration to cover individual

8. Defining the relationship of performance - appraisal -, o individual

pay actions.

Productive work in the realm of personnel administration i pre aquisite

to the type of employee commitment discussed here, and the above-mentioned

approaches are being explored by an increasing number of community colleges.

The "ji,m-y" is still out, however, regarding whether the approach,

developed in the_private sector, will pay the diVidends expected by those

who are implementing the systems. All community college leaders would do

well to consider the cdattO-issuedn- -by -Lahti (61):

An equitable salary program depends -on valid job classi-
fications, periodic:salary review of competitive levels,
performance appraisals; and affective salary planning,
The lack of these interrelated'and,essential primary
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elements frequently leaves the two-year college with
numerous ,unresolved wage and salary problems,

A college with many unresolved. problems is goihg to ,have difficulty in-

achieving educational productivity, since faculty and staff members are

included in the-constituencies to be satisfied. They also need to be

satisfied with the level of support they receive on a day-to-day basis.

The management information system, as it is commonly named, must also be

working to-contribute fa efficiency and effectiveness.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS-

Computer technology has led to a 'revolution on community college

campuses when it comes to how information is processed and stored. Among

the many functions dependent on computer processes, one is likely to find

1. Registration

Financial Aid Program,

3. Accounting

4. Student Records

5. Budgeting and Budget Reports

6. Inventbry

7. Book Processing and Circulation

8. Institutional Research

9. Governmental Reporting

10. Personnel Systems

11. -Payroll

12. Student-Assessment

13. -Computer Managed and Aisisted Instruction ,

The list could go on, but the point is-that many employees are dependetir

An information system and computer technology in order to be_efficient and
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effective in their daily work.

The potential -value of these systems is obvious because of the capacity

to accumulate, store, analyze and recall data upon request-.

These three capabilities in turn call for:
(1) computer equipment...adequate to receive and store
the range and variety of data..;.(2) personnel
competent to select the information to be stored; and
(3) a skillful director of the system who can specify
the forms in which input and output are most ,useful to
administrator'. (32)

ACE also makes the point that because of the complexity of the datz to be
0

handled, it-is important to "design each portion of the system so that it is

integrated effectively with each other part." The integration mentioned,

leads to the creation of a true. information system. The development of the

"data bank" or "data base" should be based on desired outcomes. The desired

outcomes, developed with an institution-wide perspective should be clearly

stated,and they should form the basis for planning the system. It will

also be necessary for the institution establish a mechanism through which

priorities are established. The pressures or competing interests make it

difficult.for a computer services director t4,,-ele staff and compUter

time -Many 'institutions have; in fact, created' a uder committee to review

requests for program development.. Through careful development and ntegration

an institution can incriase both efficiency and effectiveness. On the'Other

hand, if the systeM is ill-conceived then the potential for constant disruption

is present.

As ACE (3(33) says:

The improved accessibility, timeliness, and quality of
data on which to base decisions and action serve the
purpose of helping administratorS achieve the,Insti-
tution's educational objectives.
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It certainly is important for top administrators to be aware of the potential

Of their systems. Brady and others (34) provided.a helpful nontechnical

discussion on the develOpment and use of computing in an educational insti-

tution. They talk about the .roles and responsibilities of users and focus on

the key role of upper-level administrators. Another publication by Mann and

Others (35) describes current uses of computers and the allocation of computer

resources. A review of " "state -of -the -art "" documents is a "must" for the

college manager who ants to be certain that his system is both effective

(achieving desired ends) and efficient (within tolerable costs). Attendance

at "executive briefings" offered by commercial vendors and professional

associations can also help, remove the 'rystery" surrounding computers. The

ultimate testis whether 'the system is a useful tool in 'the management

of the institution, and only an informed manager can approach making that

determination.

EVALUATION

One major difficulty is that, traditionally, few explicit
measures of program effectiveness have. been collected.

Also, little has been done to show%the links between
resources and activities used and the attainment-of
desired outcomes, even when these outcomes can be
quantified. In short, it has been much easier to see
'whether'a plan has been accomplished in terms of activity
or resource measures (e.g., eXpenditures, student/faculty
ratios, enrollment levels) than in terms of educational

outcomes (36)

Micek is on target in assessin state-of-the-art in measuring the outcomes

of community college education. He cites additional problems imidentifying-

and measuring outcomes and inco porating this information-1n planning:

...even when information...is available, At is difficult

to use since the techniques for analyzing and interpreting...

are limited or are not well understood.
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...most,plannets and decisioa-makers simply have a
hard time translating their institutional and program
goals Into specific. objectives stated in measurable
outcome-terms.

...use of Outcome data is often thwarted by the fear
of potential misuses.

Micek also discusses the early NCHEMS work in developing institutional

and program cost Information as only a part of what is needed to respond to

the press for accountability. The conceptual stage of the next major effort,

which became the Outcomes Project at NCHEMS, is then reviewed- Micek (38)

indicates that three related needs must be filled:

1. The need to provide a comprehenSiVe'picture of the
outcomes of postsecondary education and to develop
the capability to measure these outcomes;

.2. Tfie need to provide a structure for organizing
outcomes information .as a prerequisite for the
analysis and communication of this information;
and ,

3. The need to develop analytic' procedures to apply
this information to-the-solution of particular
planning and management problems.

Additional NCHEMS:publications (38, -3q, 40,'41, 42) describe the

evolution of this important work. The structure includes the following

"audience" dimension components:

Direct Clients (e.g., students)

Interest-Based Communities (e g., private enterprise

Geographic-Based Communities (e.g., cities)

Aggregates of People (e.g., age groups)

The "Type-ofOutcome" Almension components are:

Economic ( g., income, security)

Human Characteristic (e.g., competence, skill coping)

Knowledge, Technology, and Art Form (e.g., individual mastery)
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Resource and Service (e.g., facilities- events)

Other (e.g., change in cultural level)

The "Time" dimension fotdses on when the outcome ts.eXpected to occur.

No formal categories have been developed. for the dimension because they

would be difficult to apply across the audience categories, ixmijo and
fy

others (43) included an example which described a taxonomy 1 r the dimension.

The "Time" dimension along with the "audience" and "Type-of-Outcome"

dimensions provides a' structure within which educators can work to answer,:

questions abo!jt the outcomes of community college education.

Roueche and others (44) asked: "What can the student do after insr-uct on

(completing a course or program),that he could not do before " They con

tinued:. "The accountability concept takes it possible for all members of the

community to see what 'results' are being produced with its tax dollars."

Hartnett (45) adds to the thought:

Almost' all proponents of educational Accountability tend
to favor a "value-added" concept. That is, institutions
should be judged not by their outputs alone, but by their
outputs relative to their inputs. ..."What has the
student attained in relation to his capability at the
`starting point?"

Hartnett then described numerous problems in approaching the task

measuring the Ivalue-added".dimension. He concluded=

_

These problems suggest that evaluating differential
`college impact may not be possible at all or, at best,
that it will be some time before it can be done very
Well. The real difficulty is not so much in
developing new, reliable relevant criterion meastires.
That will be difficult; of course, but certainly no
insurmountable task. The problem will be in

-.demonstrating differential college effects on these
various. criteria. (46)

The development of the criteria can be found in the NCHMS work, but no

breakthroughs have been made on the "value-added" front. Micek (47)
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would agree with Hartnett that it is difficult to develop the criteria,

but he also cites the complexity:

For example, given all of the variables that
potentially affect a particular outcome,,it is
extremely difficult to determine cause-and-effect
relationships... A further complexity results
because many programs haVe joint outcomes. For
example, a vocational-technical program may
contribute to student knowledge and skill
development in addition to produding various
services to-members of the business community.

Harvey (48) gets more specific-in talking about outcomes:

If an institution has an effective planning,system,
and if they .are planning in terms of the definition
aboVe (quantifiable measurement of results), then
they are settinkinstitutional,objectives. These
objectives stem from.broader, usually non-quantifiable,
institutional goals.....These institutional objectives
and.the measures they contain form the basis for
outcome measureaandfor'an outcome measurement syStem
for an institution.

Hattnett (49) adds an important cautio:

Behavioral objectives, highly:esteemed among educational
evaluators for many years, have some serious
shortcomings of their own, howeVer. Not least among them

stems from their specificity..,. Because'they are highly
specific, behavioral objectives permit precise
measui 'ent. 911 the other hand, this small precision can
be restrictive, in that other highly desirable educational
outcomes are omitted.

it is safe to say that educators are still in the process of determining how

to measure educational effectiveness. Important work is being done, primarily

at NCHEMS, and community college administrators need to be out front" in the

quest to measure whether the needs of their constituencies have been

met.

In the meantime, community colleges in-all states are involved in the

search._ Examples include:



Graduate Follow-up Studies

Attrition Studies

Community- Impact Studies

Technical Program Follow-up Studies

Employer Surveys

Information gained in these studies will supply valuable assistance

efforts in planning and evaluation'.
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AGEMENT -FOR PRODUCTIVITY

A leader is one who. moves the group toward its goals.
The quality Of leede*shiR does-nottlecessarily relate ,

to the leaders'beingliked or feared by group members.

The essential is that there be effect.. Without group
movement toward defined ends, there has been, by

definition,.no leadership. (1)

Cohen and Roueche placeiin'perspective the role of the community-college_

7'

manager who is concerned'about educational productivity. .Mbvement toward

goals', achieving depi ed.ends or outcomes, accomplishment.; of purp8se-or

mission, and producing abundant results are among the:various ways of

describing the quest for productivity in management:. The fact that it is,

difficult to,measure educational effectiveness should not deter concerned

adminislraters from seeking such-measures. In addition, the fact that it/

is easier' ensure eaitiencythrough the use of quantifiable measures ,

should not lead to reliance. on these measures as true measures of PrOductivity.

Rathet,' it should be recognized that the -effects" sought by educator s are

both quantitative and qualitative.

It is not adequate to gay that education.is "labor intensive" and,

therefore; the only -way to increase produc ivity is to' increase the number of

studentstaught by faculty members, Ad Vied 102) says, there is thodght

to be a qdglitative cost to suchIproductiv improvements. s." VIAdeck then_

adds' this insight:

If higher eddcation is inherently labor intensive becaude

it can belprovidedtonly thrOugh the interaction of

skilled.professiOuals and consumers,, then, almost by
definition, .,capit.al must be largely nonproductive., if

the exposure' of students to a profeasorTe wisdom or
guidanceis,what education is all about, then that

expos =e can take/placein a lean -to or a palace,._
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The non- campus community colleges referred to earlier aei certainly exploring .

the potential for an increase in educational prOductiVity by Avoiding the

creation of "palaces." In addition, community colleges are exploring alterna-
,

tive instructional methodologies as an avenue for increasing productivity.

Thee 'efforts are representative-of the growing interest among community

college, leaders to demonstrate accountability. A review of additional efforts

might now be helpful as a springboard to a/-4scussion on the pOtential

"management fop productivity."

THE PRESENT

Berchin conducted an exploratory study-in 1972 among colleges in

the League For innovation and found most of the 41 involved in

instructional experimentation leading toward development of "productive"

ri

courses-':He attempted to compare perpupil- costs of conventional and

nonconventional courses. Nonconventional approaches included "large group,

individualized/programmed;" and udiptutor al" modes of instruction. A

formula to compute per-pupil costs, grades, number of students completing,

courses, And-interviews with instructors were utilized to assess efficiency

-.!

and effectivenesa. He indicated, the limitations of the study (4) not the
,

least-of which would be the'subjectivity of the interviewer and the involved

instructors, and then concludes:

'Changing:the pattern-of'claastoom organization or
the instructional mode can reduce per-pdpil costs

and increase learning effectiveness.

Courses organiked,under the large group, mode of
4nstruction generally are less costly.than
conventionally organiied courses.'

F
Courses organized under the individualized
programmed mode...are generally less costly,
than conventionally organized courses.
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4. Coursesunder the audiotu brfal mode of instruction
are generally more costly.

described that instructors who have.taught both conventional

-and. nonconventional courses perceive the nonconventional ones to be more

effective. An important note, of caution is, however, listed in the

recommendations .(5):

Subjective-data indicate that courses-using .any of the
three nonconventional modes should ustially be reserved
for self-directed learners.

Implicit in the reference to self- directed learners is the idea that

educators can igentify who they are and that community colleges have

approaches-in place for advising these students.

Matching learning style with instructional methodology, :under the title
.

"Cognitive- 'Stye," is one of. the efforts to increase productivity described

by Goodwin and Young 6). Reference is made to the approaches at Mountain

View (Dallas, Texas) Moraine Valley (Illinois),.. and Centra3 Piedmont (Nor

Carolina), describing numerous efforts to. increas&

Included in the publication are descriptions of. efforts in the foil

.areas:

Administrative Performance

Organizational Models
CollegeCovernante
Professional Development
Leadership Style
Information Manigement Systems
Academic Calendar
Facility Design and Management

Faculty Performance

Differentiated Staffing
Staff Development Programs
NewTorms of.Inatruetion
Faculty Assignmtmt Policies
Collectt.to Bargai,uing and Faculty Productivity
Gaining Faculty Support
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Student Performance

Grading Systems
Open-Entry, Open-Ea:tSystems,------
Multimedia Delivery Systems
Outreach Centers
Nontraditional-Learning

Goodwin and 'toting (7) conclude:

We have no words of wisdom to sum up how to increase
productivity in community colleges. Most of the moela
described here are still experimental, and the inst1,1;utions
involved-are still engaged in evaluating them. Perhaps

the best Conclusion is not to conclude...

They-do offer some "Survival tactics" leading toward productivity They

quote Harold Hodgkinson.(8).

Develop a clearly focused mission.

-Create programs that clearly reflect that pur
and collectively add up to-it.

Limit student diversity to some extent in order,

to achieve a-unified campus community.

4.. Establish good cooper :rive relationships with

other institutions.-:

-5. Establish e generally democratic govern nce
structure which permits' many people tr- exefcise
leadership yet permits effective decisioA
making.

6. Set ticlea- tandards of performance.

7../Ee cost effective.

The-community college leader who adopts the above-mentioned tactics will do

more than lead an institution to survive. The institution will be well on

the way to achieving productivity.

Perhaps the eAperierce of a.college struggling with the concept of

productivity will add'Insight for one seeking to manage for productivity.

As as-mentioned earlier, Eastfield College-and the Dallas County Community
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,

College District (Texas). have been involved.eince 1974 n an effort to

increase productivity. The efforts went through several stages. The first

response included-a set. of questions. Does productivity mean.

1. Serving more students with the, same number of instructors?

2. Increa ng the, level of income?

3 Measdring student-enrollment and various ratios?

.Measuring course and program completion?

Quantification of services rendered (e.g., counseled)?

Student satisfaction?

Excluding qualitative aspects of college work?

Following the - questions came around of efficiency developments which

relatively easy to measure. Exampleg-are-

1. Tighter controls on, copier machine use.

Savings through bulk mailing.

Key control procedures.

Itpravement in .inventory control..

Employment of a collection agency to collect bad debts.

'Declaration of surplus property-to free Storage space.

The next level of deve.opment led, to .examples like the folloWing:

1. Utilization of cost-per-contact-hour

programs.

Initiation of stu4ent,follo- up studies.

Creation of a computer-assIsted loom utilization program;

- -- Development -of orientation programs for part -time' instruct ors.

1:levelopment of a. "human resource"' catalog to,identify "in- house"

consultants.

ere

to monitor courses and
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6. Administration of an internal needs assesment.

The next stage led to the overlap of the definitions of management and

procictivity. A definition of TroductiVity emerged. through` 43 emaii group

discussions involving 250 faculty= nd staff members. Aa,described in -an:

earlier publication 0), the definition included:

Getting, the job done with the best quality and least
expenditures.

Being able to accomplish up .to my potential.

Having a personal sense of being 'responsible,

9

Having open lines of communication.

Increasing efficiency and output.

Concerns for quality, efficiency, responsibility,. and communicatidh ere all

addressed. A "cost - consciousness ". also emerged which made iteasier to create

budgets to carry-out plans. Eastfield College and the other Dallas colleges

(El Centro, Mountain View, and Richland) demonstrated that community colleges

can deal with the concept of productivity, and at the same time strive to

manage with greater efficiency and effectiveness. It just might be possible

for community colleges to be 'efficient.

-FedeWa (10), in discussing the, relative performance of managers in

business and. higher education, observes:

Management's job in an on-going-enterpftse is basically
to acquire revenue, and to spend it wisely, with the
result that the organization's mission has been advanced.

By these criteria, I would suggest that academic manage -
ment is secon&to none in making the best use of existing
resources.

He then discussed, from his vantage point as a manager in a major

corporation how many similarities there are the roles of academic

and corporate managers. He concluded:
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Most organizations today are dominated by "groupthink,"
and the political skills necessary .to succeed in either
environment are applicable -to -the other. The jargon and
the buzzwords differ somewhat and so do the conventions.
But there are more similarities than differences.

If Fedewa is right about the similarities, then community college managers

donot need to feel , guilty and it is also possible-to talk about the

future Of the search foreducational.prOductivity.in community colleges.

THE FUTURE

correctness -measure
Productiveness = of action, + of out ut

total, tan-hours nf work

disruptive
effect

In a labor7intensive; human service agency like &community college, the

formula for productiveness has great potential. "Correctness of action"

should be assessed by asking whether a proposed action is consistent

with 'the Purpose or mission of the institution. "Measures bf.output" like
5

graduates placed in joba, student satisfaction with instruction, and number

of student majors can be considered as community college leader's become

more co fortable-with the developing concern for "outcomes" of hightr edu-
-

cation Concerns about "disruptive effects" will also cause administrators

to take the long-term view rather than focusing -on efficiency outcomes,

with potential-short-term impact. Underlying attempts to apply the formula

should be attentiveness .t41 the multiple perspectives and level of satisfac-

tion of the various constituencies.,

Given the perspective of the'above-mentioned formula, a summary of the

major element& in mamagement for productivity would appear to be in order.-

Community colleges are likely to be well managed and productive when the--

following propositions and conditions are descriptive:

1. Boundaries are established and the needs of the college service

area are understood.



2. The mission or purpose is clearly defined and is based on the

needs of the college service area.

College employees are committed to the mission.

An organizational structure has been created to carry-out the

mission.

.

The internal process of college governance is clear to all

campus constituencies.

6. Logical work groups have been established.

7. There are clearly defined organizational goals.

8. College leaders recognize that their behavior has an effect on

organizational climate.

College leaders strive to create efficient and effective

organizational processes.

10. There is a systematic planning process in place.

11. The college is involved irLboth income and expenditure planning.

12. The work of the organization will be planned on the basis of the

mission and goals-,.

13. Clear work assignments are made.

14. High standards for performance will be established.

15. Resoprces will be allocated on the basis of'planning.

16. Leaders will coordinate the work of college units to develop

collaborative efforts.

17. Participative patterns of leader and group behavior will be

developed.

18. Leaders will cOnSider the impact on the .organizational

environmer'. ns. selecting appropriate steps to take in
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moving the organization toward achievement of purpose.

l9. Therb will be processe in place to ensure 'that events

conform to plans.

There will be a "positive _egardu between the campus

'chief executive and the board.

21- Policies and proCedUres will be clear and available to.

all employees-.

22. There will be regular efforts to determine the extent to

which constituencies have been satisfied.

23. There will be information available =- regarding unit posts.

. 24. Assessments Will be made to relatecosts to benefits

outcomes.-

25. There will be a recognition that institutional effectiveness

is linked to managerial eflectiveness.

26. There will be a careful integration of work - centered

concerns with peopie_concerns.

,27 There are likely to be high levels of jol? satisfaction.

or

28. Changes will be iii.!-.roduced with due- respect to natural

resistance to change and potential disruptive effects.

29. Community advisory committees are heaviay involved in

deVeloping and evaluatingprograms.

30. Procliam development I-- based on-needs =ssessment in the,

service area.
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The college is collecting .evidence of student learning.

3 There is information available regarding attrition rates and

efforts are being made to reduce attrition.

33. An appropriate marketing strategy is being followed.

34. The college is proactive in resource development.

35. Effortscare being made to cooperate with other community agencies

for the purpose of avoiding duplication.

36. Staff development programs are an integral part of ongoing

campus activities.

A management information system provides appropriate and ,timely

information for :decision-making.

Personnel systems are viewed as satisfactory by college employees.

39. Management for productivity will be undertaken as a long-range,

developmental process.

Co- Amity colleges in all parts of the United States are seeking to move in

the above - mentioned directions with assistance from a variety of sources.

HEMI, with the management developmert program, and NCHEMS, with.the

Outcomes Project;' are-inthe forefront the movement toward educational

productivity. Other groups'likef-COMBASE, ACCTion, AIRiconsortia,'The
a

League For Innovation In :The. Community College, NACUBO,Educational Testing

P

Service, College Entrance Examination Board, ACE, American College Testing

Program, ACCT ( community college trustees), and AED (Academy for Educational

Development) are directly involved in helping community colleges.become more

productive. Finally, but ce;teinly not least among, the groups, AACJC continues

to provide overall leadership a§ community colleges prepare for the 1980's.
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The enlightened community college leader will be involved in managing

his institution to meet the expectations of its constituents. He or she

will be concerned about developing commitment among staff. members to,molle

the institution toward accomplishment of purpose. gfficiency-and effec-

tiveness will be Bought and measured, with results shared in such a way

as to engender support for the college. In summary, skillful college

leaders will use sound judgment in conducting college operations in order,.

the institution to achieve the purpose for which it was created';
e

The emphasis on qualitative dimensions in the.Summary of major elements:

in management for productivity should not be construed as an effort to

downplay quantitative aspects in the quest for productivity. Cost reductions

or increased ratios will and should .be pursued, but not without examining

"correctness of action" as earlier discussed. Numerous "disruptive effects"

such as collective bargaining will be encountered by community -college

m nagers but the contention re is that understanding the long to

qualitative elements can help one-avoid,or soften the impact nf potential'

disruptions-. An action taken to increase effeciency in the immediate future,

but which is disruptiv9 in itile long-term view, could not be described as

ffective. Managers Who avoid collective bargaining or who achieve

productive contracts are likely to be individuals who seek the effective

long-term outcomes. Similar faculty and staff members _are more likely

be committed to institutional. purposes when managers seek a proper

balance -bemJen production and human concerns.

There will need to be a "arch for appropriate incentives to encourage,

members of .Janus communities to search for productive new approaches.

Bonuses, grants for instructional development, extra travel money', flexible
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work hours, acquisition of special nt, special recognition or awards,

and released time for cintinuing c ucati n :lay all haVe value. The most

important incentive, however, may be cre ion f an'enviro ment or climate

in which a person can influence decisions and directions within an insti-

tution. s people experience m-9ningful work they become more prodll'ative.

The focus of ails ,panutcript has been on creation of the pr per climate in

which productivity can be sought through collab6rative efforts of college

personnel.

Building a "bridge" from concepts. and theories to actual practice will

now be the challengd for community College leaders in the 1980's In an

effort to'assist with the translation, the final section incorpordtes case

studiSs dr wn from epresentative community colleges.
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CASE STUDIES

Representative institutions, selected in consultation with AACJC staff

members, were visited in November and December,\1979, with the idea of

describing institutional operations in light of the review of management

practices. Visits were arranged to move one from a small, single -unit insti-

tution in a rural setting to a-verylarge multi-unit operation.in a major

metropOlifr- ;etting. While the institutions visited are excellent colleges,

no attempt is made to say they are the best or models. The colleges are

viewed as representative of the wide range of public community colleges in

the United States. Each institution was approached with a basic set of que's-

\

tions drawn from the review of management. The questions presented in Exhibit'

I were utilized in personal interviews and in a review of, institutional docu-
,

ments and reports.. It is hoped that'in addition to providing background on

the visits, the questions might also suggest criteria for a review of any

community college.

Reviews of Southeastern Community College (North Carolina), Delta College

(Michigan), and the Coast Community College District (California ) are presented

in narrative form. The narratives are based on interviews with persons at all

levels of the institutions and a review-of documents with the thrust of each

effort designed to answer the basic questions. The reviews, reflecting oper-
_

ations as of December, 1979, have been critiqued by institutional representa-

tives to avoid factual errors,



SOUTHEASTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGE

General Descripim

- ,

Soptheastern Com unity College, located in Whiteville, North 'Carolina,

opened in 1965". o p warily serve Columbus County. The institution is a com7,

prehensive, "open door" college serving approximately 1,850 credit and 1,500

non-credit students at any given time through its transfer, occupational

and continuing education offerings. As a state-supported community college,

- the college has been guided by the General Statutes of North Carolina and the

standards of- the State Board of Education under which a Department of Com-

munity Colleges has coordinated the efforts of local institutions. The

12--member Board of-Trustees is appointed with the County Commission, County

Board of Education and the Governor each appointing four members. Approxi-

mately 165. full time and l00 part -time employees work within an operating

budget in exc,=ss of 83 million. Enrollment is equally split between full and

0

part -time students, and about 20% of the students attend only evening classes,

The institution is situated in a rural setting and is representative of the

many single-unit colleges located in similar settings throughout the United

States. .

Review

There is 4-clearly defined service =area (Columbus County) but approxi-

mately,30% of-the students come from adjacent counties. In order to stay

in touch with'needs throughout the area a variety of approaches are taken.

Advisory committees. meetings with personnel officers from area industries,..

avtirIllntiem (.1,1+aliwac Oc,



is the articulation conference with high school teachers in which the teachers

are paid a small stipend to work with college faculty on a discipline -to-

discipline basis. An annual dinner for high school counselors and visitations

by college groups to area universities also enable college personnel to both

assess needs and properly advise SCC students.

The mission of the institution is clear; it is printed in college publica-

tions, and faculty and staff members seem to work to accomplish the mission.

Service to students is the clear orientation, and the president reviews annually

with the faculty and staff a set of overall goals designed to move the college

according to the mission.

The organizational Structure is clearly described in the Personnel

Handbook which is available to all employees. The Board is described as the

policy-making group and the responsibility for the administration and opera-

tion of the college is vested in the president. It is policy for the Board to

speak through the chairman to the president and through the president to the

faculty and staff. Similarly, the faculty and staff are expected to speak

through the president to the-Board. Position descriptions for all administra-

tors, faculty and staff are included in the Personnel Policy Handbook along

with the policies and procedures governing the operation of the college.

Deans of Instruction and Student Development, the Director of Development, and

the Business Manager report directly to the President. All operating units

-'are then organized under one of these top -level administrators. All major

committees are described in the Handbook so that all personnel can understand

the m mbership and function of the respectiVe grOups. sjRegular meeting times

are included In the committee descriptions. The Southeastern Community Col-.

le e Bulletin, the Student Handbook, and the North Carolina Administrative

Code (Chapter 4) are available to supplement the information contained in the



Several major campus councils function to enhance communication and

serve in advisory and coordinating roles. The Executive Council includes the

people who report directly to the President. This council meets each Monday

and appears to be the primary coordinating body for college operations.

Minutes are prepared to include marginal' notations of assignments for the vari-

ous administrators, thereby providing a ready reference for follow -up on activi-

ties. The Administrative Council brings together all superVisory personnel every

other month for the purpose of information-sharing- and to' serve as a "sounding

board' for the Pkesident. The Administrative AdVisory'Council alSo meets

every other month, but it includes a cross - section of all campus groups

including students. This representative group provides advice to the Pre i-
-

dent on matters of general concern.

Other groups include the Faculty Senate which is clearly'descrIbed as

the "voice" of the faculty and operates under an adopted constitution.

works through an Executive Committee to communicate with the Pfesident and

other administrative.officers. 1sSues like class attendance and merit pay are

eampl, s of the items the Senate may discuss. Curricular matters flow
4

through the Curriculum CoMmittee which is chaired by the Dean of instruction,

More than 0 individuals serve on the committee to assure a broad-base.

Meetings are : id each quarter and are conducted according to an established
5.5

agenda. The Pit sessional' Development Committee, involing faculty members

actively involved in discussing matters like student ratings of faculty.

faCulty-ratings of administrators, and merit-pay. Most of the other sfgnifi-

,

,cant committee activity during 1979-80 revolves around an institutional

,
self-study guided bra steering committee- ComMitte8s for each of theeach.

-standards'establishedby the Southern Association have been created to involve

Ao-rnric frnm all 1pvp1 of the! ihititnt.L 11

5,



The various councils, committees, and periodic personnel_ meetings for

all employees provide opportunities communication regarding all is -es,

concerns, and priorities within the college. The personnel meetings

held each month and all employees are expected to attend. These sessions

follow an agenda coordinated by the Dean of Instruction. Status reports and

announcements regarding various projects are shared.

An "air of accountability" permeates SCC primarily as a result of the

annual planning process. The process, a modified approach to MBO, involves

setting objectives in late August or early September which will provide a

basis for evaluation in the late Spring of the next year. While efforts are

not made to.quantify all objectives, stress is placed on quarterly reviews on

progress. The deans, . thin some flexibility provided by the President, are

responsible for conducting the reviews. All departments of the college are

expected to be involved in the planning process. While SCC does not have

a comprehensive planning process extending beyond the bounds of pne year,

there are long-range master plans for campus development ,and curriculum

development. In addition, some annual objectives Are recogniZed as current

,statements of longer-range projects and then extended for .several years.

Articulation with universities provides information for planning the

transfer courses and community advisory committees are invo\ived with all'

technical/occupational programs. Recommendations from the advisory committees

must flow through the Curriculum Committee before they are recommended to the

President and the Board. 'New program proposals must also go to the Department

of Community Colleges and the State Board of Education for approval. Documen-

tation of need in the service area for the program must be included in pro-

posals going to the State.

In an-effort to determine how former students are performing, the college

has done-periodic surveys of transfer and occupational program students.

Response rates have hot-been high (1E-20%)- but results indicate that

9



transfers perform well and occupational students arc finding employment.

Additional survey work done recently included a follow-up of students who

4pplied for admission and did not enroll, review of the drop-add process,

and a survey women to determine levels of interest in athletics.

follow-up on retention of students who participated in developmental studies

courses further illustrates the interest of the institution in determining

its impact on students. There is also evidence that individual student com-

plaints are given careful attention.

Attention to student needs is -also demonstrated through a wide range of

student services. Financial aid, counseling, student activities, assistance

to veterans, and special programs for women and disadvantaged students

demonstrate a desire to support student learning. Advising is led by a

faculty member who is given released time to coordinate the efforts of all

faculty members, many of whom advise 2D or more students.. In order to provide

comprehensive services, it has been necessary to combine roles like the per-

sonnel and counseling functions.

One person directs.the counseling and personnel operations. She reports

to the President in the personnel role and to the Dean for Student Development

in the counseling area. The Split reporting relationship apparently works

because of the quality of working relationships among the-parties involved.

Another example of a combined role involves the development and public infor-

mation functions. Combined roles and defined working relationships such as the

-inte;action of the Business Manager and the Development Officer in grant

development indicate effeCtive coordination of college operations.

Coordination of the instructional area is facilitated by twicelmonthly

meetings conducted by the Dean-of Instruction. Involved in these Meetings are

the dean-level leaders of the transfer, occupational, and adult education

program leaders. The Evening Director, who serves as an advisor to evening
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students, and leaders of the developmental and library programs also panic -

pate in these information-sharing and planning session,. Schedules arc pro-

jetted one year in advance, and working calendars are reviewed so that all

persons pull together to accomplish the approved plans for the year. The

leaders who report to the Dean of Instruction then work with department

coordinators who are faculty. members with released time to coordinate depa

mental activities. Department cooro nators then work directly with instructors

in the various disciplines and programs. All teachers are called instructors

since there is no system of faculty ranks. While there is no system of tenure,

initial employment and the terms of employment are structured to produce

clarity for instructors. Due process and termination policies also are

clearly stated in the Handbook.

The instructional staff strives to achieve a ratio of 22 FTE students to

1 FTE instructor, and cost data are calculated for faculty members and shared

with the departments. These cost data are generated manually'at present but

there are hopes-that the development of a computer-based information system

will free personnel from manual computati.ns. There are, however, State

barriers to computei acquisition on at the prey..... An emphasis on planning,

staff development, and performance-appraisal involving faculty members adds

to the "air of accountability" felt throughout the institution. Discussions

. are taking place during 1979-80 regarding the place and determination of

"merit" in salary increases. Student ratings have a place in the process,

but there is considerable debate about the appropriate weighting of this

factor. There is considerable evidence that faculty have been encouraged to

attend conferences, take-graduate courses-, and attend workshops on campus.

The institution was apparently able to make good use of ATDP funds to

facilitate the staff development effort.

9,9



-addition o- taffdevelopment effor:- =considerable time.has_been.

spent on clarifying roles, classifying positions, appra''

clarifying the bases for salary placement and salary

effort is underway to achieve internal equity for faculf.:.

has been developed to take into account preparation, experic,,

formance, and

A six-year

A formula

rid annual

merit to determine Lontract amounts. Pt present, the experience . ° members are

the ones to be held back until the stru=cture can be fully ented. In

addition, salary ranges have been developed for all classified ;positions, each

of-which is based on a position description. All faculty and staff members

are encouraged to develop a professional development or personul plan, the

accomplishment of which will contribute to the merit consideration in salary

determinations. As with most institutions, available resources do not stretch

to cover all aspirations regarding compe.zation.

Since State appropriations are based on enrollment during the previous

year, the institution is really a year behind on the formula funding. State

funding also includes some restricted lines which further limit the institu-

tional flexibility. I'o compensate for the funding lag and lack of flexibility,

the College has been forced to be proactive in seeking resources. EffeCtive

presentations to the County Commission-have produced an amount, equal to about

6% 0, the operating budget to.be applied to operation of the physical plant.

Creation of an energy conservation program and careful line-item comparisms

have helped the staff demonstrate accountability to the Commission. Since

the buildings ineorDor-te approximately 142,000 square feet on a 106-acre cam-

pus,.the relationship with the County will continue to be important. Good use

was made of an .AIDP grant and a new three-year SDIP grant hay been approved.

The College also has a foundation which has an annual fund arive ($44-,000

goal) to help supplement other sources of revenue. Resulting scholarships for



_students serve as a vital part of the marketing efforts. A number of small

grants round-out the resource pictu e for SCC since all tuition collected is

forwarded to the State. Student activity fees are retained to provide a base

for student activity programs. An appropriate program to enhance retention of

students was discusse . in a recent personnel meeting, with stress placed on

the fact that headdount enrollment is now stable.. The implications in a

formula-funded situation are clear and most staff members seem termined to

increase retention rates. Attention to retention rates certainly holds promise

for SCC iniew of the stable headcount enrollment.

Assessment

Southeastern CoMmunity College is well organized and appears to be fulfill-

ing its mission in Columbus County, North Carolina. The Board has high regard

for the President and his role as the chief operating officer. Significant

efforts are extended to involve persons at all levels of the organization in

the process of internal governance. Policies and procedures are clearly

stated and available to all faculty and staff members. Attention has been

given to annual planning, performance'-appraisal, and staff development in ways

to produce an "air of accountability" .which is both a positive feature and a

future challenge for the institution..

The College will be challengedcto maintain a balance between the concerns

for proluction or performance and people-oriented concerns related to the

freedom to create and respond in flexible ways to changes in the environment.

The annual planning and follow-up activities should keep the institution mov-

ing toward reaching its goals, but care must be taken to avoid a paper-oriented,

time-consuming process which could frustrate individual initiative and hurt

morale. The College seems to be up to. thiS challenge.
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Development of integrated data base for the information system,

acquisition of additional computer h rdwa - completion of plans for salary

equity, resolution of the Abate on merit pay, and possible extension of the

planning activity beyond the bounds of one year would seem to hold promise

for SEC in the future. The SDIP grant comes at a good time for an institution

which apparently made good use of AIDP funds. Good leadership has been prc

vided, the I3oard is supportive, and, management processes are in place to help

the College adapt to the chaIinqes of its future.



DELTA COLLEGE

General Description

Delta College, founded in 1961, enrolls more than 9,000 students in

creditcourses. at any given time. Approximately 200 full-time and more thdn

300 part-time teachers staff the diverse offerings. In addition, 170 adminis-

tive, support and classified personnel work to serve residents of the

Midland-Bay City-Saginhw area of Michigan. The 4nstitution is a comprehensive,

"open door" college providing instruction on a large campus, in more than 20

off-campus centers, and via open-circuit televiSion. Enrollment appears to

be equally split between college transfer courses and a wide array-of occupa-

tional programs: Non-credit enrollment a +so is spread across diverse commu-

nity education offerings. A nine-member board elected by voters in a three-

county area oversees operation of t'`,e institution, with funding provided by

a local millage (38%), state support 33%), tuition and fees.(26%), and

grants or other outside-sources (3_). College operations are conducted

within an operatlng budget approaching $17 million. Enrollment is drawn

from a se vice-area population of more than 400,000 located in a region with

a mix of major industries and agricultural interest- Delta College is Tepre-

sentative of the many large, singles -unit colleges located throughout the

United States.

Review

There is a clearly defined service area in which Delta has become highly

visible. Mailing of schedules and brochures tc residents, operation of a

public television staticn, establishment of offeampus centers, and a well-
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funded marketing effort seem to have contributed to the acceptance in the

various communities. Use of numerous advisory committees and techniques like

including a needs survey form in schedules have helped the staff stay in.

touch with community needs, even though no comprehensive surveys have been

done in the tri-county area.

The Senate H hook contains a mission statement and a set of major

goals adopted by the Board in 1976. The goals have recently been augmented

by the introduction of "Dimension 0" which has been described by the preri--

dent as a way of inviting interested college personnel to Join in-an effort

to examine critical concerns for the next decade. Some personnel were not

sure how to respond to what was seen as a change in style on the part of --a

president whose tenure reaches back to 1964. Both the introduction of a new

thrust by the president and an uncertain response by faculty and staff can

be understood when one observes the longstanding "family" atmosphere on the .

campus. The College has also been visible, successful and innovative when

suddenly, along with many others, the institution must face stabilizing enroll-

ment, raging inflation and the pressures brought about by legislatiVe ques-

tioning about the future funding of higher education. In that mix of outside

,pressures, people on campus are beginning to talk about how they can plan

their future.

College personnel are also realizing theneed to step up the activity

level in community needs-assessment. In the past it has been enough to offer

a wide array of credit and non- credit courses,- market the offerings through

an'effective,promotional campaign and scramble to. find ways to serve the

incoming students. While advisory committees have been helpful in. the past,

people are now talking about a comprehensive survey of needs in the tri-county

service -area of the. college. More formal survey work has, however, been done



within the College. Delta was a pilot institution for the Educational Test-

ing Service Student Reaction to College program and several. follow-up studies

have been completed in recent years.

The:concern for students, evident when one talks with faculty and staff,

underlies the organization of the College. From what faculty and staff con-

sider to be an enlightened board to a president who wants to create an atmos-

there in which people can get things done, support has been provided for

-diverse and innovative programming. There has been very little stress on

codification of rules and regulations and, in fact, there is no formal policies

and procedures handbobk. The Senate Handboek fills the ftle to some extent,

but during the growth years there has been little felt need for a more formal

approach. There is a clear understanding that policies are created at the

board level, procedure are developed as needed to implement policy and

guidelines are frequently issued to provide guidance for various activities.

The situation has been good for Delta because of a stable board and continuity

at the presidential level. In fact, two children of original board members

are currently serving on the nine-member board.

Board members are kept informed through monthly meetings in which the

agenda includes a preview of future agenda items, items for action, a review

of-future events of significance to members and a presentation of general

information revering a wide range of topics. Com..;unications from the hoard

flow through the president in most'instances, but there are situations in

which board members are directly involved with faculty and staff. For

example, sabbatical leave requests and grievances come before groups includ-

` ing board representation. The president hab no probleth describing the board

members as his "bosse=s'" who expect him-to provide administrative direction

and keep them informed.
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The internal organization has been structured so that ten key staff mem-

bers report to the president:. Cleans of academic affairs, student affairs,

community affairs and administrative affairs report direc the,president

along with an assistant and leaders in college relations, television, research

and development and personnel. The controller and a business manager also

report to the chief executive. These leaders come together with three faculty

members to form the Administrative Council which meets only when the president

is present,to conduct the meeting. The meetings tend to be devoted to informa-

tion-sharing and coordination of work; rather than to institutional decision-

making. The Academic Council, on the other hand, appears to be more involved'

in the decision-making process.

The Academic Council includes all division chairmen from instruction,

representatives from the LRC and student affairs and the three associate deans

who rotate the chairmanship. In addition to information- sharing and coordi-

nation, the-group formulates recommendations in instruction and curriculum.

It is worth noting that the .chairmen are selected to serve three-year terms

as division heads following the nomination of three candidates by division

faculty members. The person selected as chairman is then given:release from

teaching assignments during the-term of office in some cases a full release,

and in others less, depending on the number of disciplines and the number of

faculty in a division.

The.maor policy recommending body in the college is the Senate, This

group, in place since the early 1960's, was created on the basis of the AAUP

"Joint Statement." The existence of the Senate is often cited as the reason

that Delta is only one of two community colleges in,Michigan without a

faculty union. Avoidance of a "we-they" attitude is also cited as.an outcome

of this representative group' of faculty and professional staff. The presi-

dent-serves on the executive committee of the Senate and often takes recom-

mendations directly to the Board following deliberations of the Senate.
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People on campus clearly perceive that patiras a primary way for policy issues

to flow through to the Board. Members Of the Faculty Executive Committee in

particular isec referral of policy items to the Senate as the way to process

recommendations.

The Senate Handbook contains appointment procedures for personnel, Fro-

cedures for promotion and tenure, grievance procedures, the process fo

requesting sabbatical leaves, evaluation prodedures, and the application for

educational grants. As mentioned earlier, the publication serves for the

faculty and professional staff as a policies and procedures handbook.

In addition to the Administrative and Academic Councils and the Senate,

the Budget Committee fills a key role in college operations. This group

includes the chief fiscal officer who serves as permanent vice-chairman of

the committed. The representative committee including three faculty members

appointed by the president, has a rotating membership thereby exposing many

people to the preSsures and challenges of balancing a budget. The committee

charge is to recommend to the president an operating. budget for the next fis

cal..year. The R of the group is launched in December when members receive

current budget detail; a set of working definitions, and a budget message

from the president and the'fiscal officer. Meetings start in early February and

budget hearings are held beginning in the middle of February. Each college unit

makes a presentation prior to an effort by the committee to structure a recom-

mended budget. Included in'-the review work,will be a projection of credit

hours by activity cost centers.

Future work of the budget committee is going to be difficult because a

State index, places Delta as number 28 out of 29 institutions in state aid per

student. There is allso a " ap" of a 7.7% increase in local income above

t1,
level for last year which is imposedby state guidelines. In addition, Delta



tuition rates are the second highest among all community 'colleges. ',Coupled

with a stable enrollment, the income limitations Lire causing people on campus

to roaliz the importance of establishing; institutional priorities for the

allocation and real location of resources It is safe to predict a growing

interest in long-range planning among various groups on campus.

One of the challenges for Delta will be to pull together the wealth of

available information from several data bases into an integrated information

system for decision-making. The necessary ingredients are present such as an

interest in research, evidence of previous costing studies, computer hardware,

and a need to have mere information in the establishment of budget /priorities.

A number o computer applications like on-line registration, inventory contr

and accounting reports indicates that .Delta. has the equipment andlthe talent

to extend its system to include an on-line personnel system desired by the

personnel officer.

The realm of personnel systems is an area in which considerable work is

underway, particularly work with classified staff. There is 10 ember-

Classified.Personnel Policies Committee meeting on a monthly basis,'and a

Classified Job Description Review Committee is now in place. A classification

of all jobs on the basis of job content utilizing a point system should be

complete during 1979-80. All positions will be placed in pay grades which

include Steps for salary in Onents. Evaluation of'performance will then, be

based on the job description, Stress is also being placed,on helping super-

visors downplay personality as a factor in evaluatiOns. The apparent stress
4

on identifying required skills and experience required of one who will fill.

any job, the specificationoof major duties and responsibilities, and the _link-

tag evaluation with the job description should provide a solid basis for

continued open communication which appears to ,a characteristic of wOrking

.relationships at Delta.

OS
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Excellent salaries and wages also work together with good relationships

to keep satisfaction at a high level. .
There is an apparent "policy" decision-

-6 keep salaries and wages in the top Onethird for all community colleges In

Michigan. impending pressures are evident, however, when one observes that

83% of the operating budget is in salaries, wages and fringe benefits. In an

effort to -keep benefits high and casts low, the college recently devefope&

. its own Dental Assistance Allowance Plan.

Delta has had a low turnover rate in both the faculty and classified

ranks-due in part to the "family" feeling, good compensation levels, and'

desirable living conditions in the area. Given the stable enrollment picture

and the fact that many faculty and staff members have.been there for many

years, staff development will 'assume a more important role. Faculty members

are talking about how to avoid "burn out" and others a talking about how to
-0

maintain the characteristic high standards for,perfordance.. Those elements

work together to provide a good climate for staff development activities.

The resources are available as evidenced by the fact that,theinstitution

makes available more than $100,000 in a fiscal year, for professional develop-

ment allowances and travel. The desire to maintain a quality; innovative

17

impetusinstitution should add mpetus t- staff develdPment efforts.

There is one group likely, to be overlooked in an institution experiencing

rapid growth and success. That group includes middle-managers and even top-

level adtinistrators in some settings, When things are going well and esour6es

are abundant, there is little motivation to clarify roles and reporting lines

and focus on compensation of these manager When resources shrink and when

,priorities.-must he put In Place; these managers are in key roles and need

clarity regarding how their units should relate to all othrrs. They .also need
1

to know when they can make decisions and when they need to refer items. It

1 (39
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also predictable that when they feel new pressures they ./ 11 begin to wonder

about the,basis for evaluation and determination of compensation. All of the

above-mentioned variables are surfacing at.Delta, but given the high level of

trust and support for Personnol,,the institution is in a better position than

most to provide clarification leading to continued high performance of the

administrative team. -A by-product of clarification at Delta. is likely to be

enhanced coordination across lines in the organization.

-Concern for people, a characteristic cited several time,, also surfaces

in the effort to keep people informed -about college operations. There is a

daily "Bulletin" for students so they may be aware of the diverse programs.

and also, to make them aware of important announcements. The "Interlink" is

published each week to fill the same role-for all personnel.
0

- r

Concern for students, so obvious in diverse student services and alter-

native instructional -strategies, has carried over into a review of student

attrition. Project S.T.A.Y., involving-volunteer faculty and staff-members,.

is seeking to improve the retention rate of new students. More than 100

volunteers are each seeking'to establish a relationship with l to'12 new stu-

dentS in order to help the students make a smooth transition to collpge life.

College services are explained and referrals are made to provide a "support

structure" for the students. Delta has certainly perceived that one way to

cope with stabilizing enrollment is to focus on service to and retention

current students.

Another way to,cope with declining resources has been perceived by Delta

personnel. Conservation and consolidating efforts are beginning to pay

diVidends for the institution. A secretarial "pool" of three "floaters" has

brought greater efficiency, a computer-managed air conditioning and heating

system should conserve energy, leasing of surplus land to farmers will produce

0
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income, buying of gasoline in volume has reduced costs, and use of student

employees to pick -up supplies from-loCal vendors has enhanced service to coll-

lege units. The examples illustrate- thepotential at Delta for cost-savingS.

without a, sacrifice of. desirable quality levels. There also appears to he as

growing interest in an analysis, of room utilization on campus which Could

lead to greater efficiency. Again, the Climate at Delta is conducive to plan-

ning-a secure future.

Assessment

Delta College is a-successful, Visibleandinnovativ_e community college.

It cooperates with community agencies, faculty and staff members are proud to

be involved, and students are. able to select-from a diverse "menu" of formal
/

and informal learning opportunities. Stability and continuity have/been pre-

sent at the board and presidential levels, and financing has been more than

adequate to enable the institutions to be a leader in commumity college educa-

tion. A "family atmosphere hsc helped the college avoid the typical "we-they"-

relationships. In summary, Delta is a strong institution. It will be in a-

good position to cope-with the pressures of the next decade if identified

challenges can be mei.

People at all .levels of the college are beginning to perceive the signifi-

cant challenges. More extensive needs-assessment in the community, establish-

ment of funding priorities on the basis of program needs, staff development

to maintain the vitality of faculty and staff, clarification of administrative

roles, consolidation of data bases into an integrated information system, and

establishment of a planning process seem to head the agenda for Delta.

institution may also face a need'to codify more of its policies and procedures

in order to achieve clarity and the proper coordination necessary to plan the

:111
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future- in the face of stable enrollment, inflation and declining' resources.

The college definitely seems to be up to the challenge.



COAST COMMUNITYCOLLEGE DISTRICT

General Description

The Coast Community College District operates three community colleges

and an open-circuit television station along the coastal area of Orange County,

California.

There are more than half-a-million residents in the eight cities, com-

prising the district. It is reported that the system ranks number one in the

United States with citizen participation in courses and community service

activities. Providing the pervices are two campus-based colleges and a dis-
,

trict-wide college without a campus. Orange Coast College opened in 1947 in

the-c-ity-ofCusta Mesa followed in 1966 by the opening of Golden West College

in Huntington Beach. Coastline, the college without walls, opened in 1976 to

extend lifelong learning opportunities for all district residents

The system serves more than 30,000 in ADA (Average Daily Attendance)

which at any given time may approach 70,000 headcount in credit offerings.

Community Service participations'number in the hundreds-of-thousands during a

fiscal year Totn1 income and expenditures including capital projects and

auxiliary operations approach $70 million. Since no tuition is charged,

revenue has historicany come from district taxes (40%) State allocations

(39%) federal (8%) -and other sources completing the balance. The state

revenue percentage has now moved to approximately 75% following the passage

of-Proposition 13. The mAtiple thousands of students are served by a full

time equivalent certificated staff of more than 1,000. In addition, hundred8

Of classified Staff .provide support services.
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The colleges and KOCR-TV provide offerings as dive__ and comprehensive

as any to be found in the United States. The system i,s also representative

of the large multi-unit operations found in the metropolitan areas of the

country. It is governed by a fie- member Bjard of Trustees whose individual

terms run for four years.

Review

Operation of the district within prescribed boundaries is in Accord with

California' Master Plan-for Higher Education. Within the service-area-there

are clear guidelines on the role to be played by each institution. A "home

college" concept is used to designate primary responsibliJity-for each program

and the courses comprising the program. Courses within programs may be

offered -by sister colleges with permission from the-college with primary

responsibility. All institutions have comprehensive transfer offerings.

ut..)graphic criteria have been developed to establish boundaries for community

service e (ilon-credit ) offerings like a lecture'"series. Orange Coast and

Golden -West are responsible for everything offered on:theirrespective eam

puses and Codst-ine is responsible for. all offeringsin the system which are

not physically located on one of the twojamPUses. Exceptions will be by

mtutai agreement of the college presidentA'With the concurrence of the

chancellor.

The chief executive employed-by the board is the chancellor to whom all

the college presidents report. The incumbent has been the chief executive since

1963, illustrating the stabi.lity And continuity characteristic of the Cdast

District. Board members have been supportive,. 'active in professional asSocia7

tions, and clear on the difference between policy-making and adffiinistration.

The chancellor has been expected to keep,the prstem in, the forefront of the
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community college movement, an expectation translated into an acceptance of risk--

-Caking on the part c~ top administrators and the institutions. The colleges

have been given considerable autonomy as evidenced by three very different

patterns of organization.

The board meets twice each month-to consider lengthy agendas. Infor a-

.tion-sharing may consume most of the meeting before action items are considered.

Ip addition to information items there will be a consent calendar, personnel

ports coded by-college, course revisions, textbook approvals, approval of

warrants, approval of bids, and change orders, authorization of student tr s,

conference attendance approvals, salary schedule changes'and other items sub=

mit
I

ed by the chancellor on behalf of the colleges. In summary, a Coast District

board member will be very well informed regarding all aspects of district and

college operations.

The district staff reporting to the-chancellor is small considering the

magni ude of the operation. Included are the executive, vice - chancellor for

business, a Vice-chancellor for employee-relations, a vice-chancellor for edu
1

cational planning and vocational education, the general counsel and directors

for information services, physical facilities, community relations and telecom-

munications. These officers comprise the Chancellor's Cabinet which is not

directly\involved in:policy formulation. The Chancellor's Council which meets

call" is directly involved- in developing policy recommendations. MeinherShip

includes ihe key district office administrators, the presidents and faculty,

senate chairmen from the'colleges. The chancellor also views this group as a

pr mary "si?unding board" for new ideas.

The colleges utilize groups similar to the Chancellor's Council as pri-

mary pollcYlrecommending groups. Orange Coast has an Administrative Cabinet'

including 11 division chairmen, the deans, and representatives of the Faculty.

1 1 5
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Seilate and the Associated Students. This group meets three times each month.

Golden West has a 20-member College Council which meet ce every three weeks.

JnclUded in the group are administrators, faculty mem classified staff and

students.., Coastline has a 30-member, representative Advisory Council which

meets on the first Wednesday of each month.

Reference:. has been made to the role of the facu t senates both on the

campuses and at the district ieVel and a special note about an importa transi-

tion is in order. The 'system is involved for the first time in collective bars

gaining With the AFT as the agent for full7time faculty,and the California

Teachers Association (CTA) as the -agent for part-time faculty. The -latter group

becomes the central group for Coastline since it has only 2S full-time teachers

and literally hundreds of part-time instructors. While the various. senate

representatives hope that their groups will retain thei former role in academic

decision-making, 1979-80 is definitely a year of transition and uncertainty.

Classified staff are in their second year under a-negotiated contract, and this

too is introducing a new dimension as bargaining en waget is undertaken during

1979-80. These changes would be dramatic in any setting, but given the past ,

success cif the Coast District while maintaining informality, a sense of pride,

trusting relationships and a sense of "family," the uncertainty is understandable.

One is driven to talk about pre-13 and post -l3 in talking aboift the

district. Resources-were abundant and innovation was encouraged prior to Pro-
.

position 13, but following the passage there was a-ripple of insecurity through-

out the district. There is concern about - loss. -of local control since state

- funding will now comprise 80% or more ,of the revenue. There was also a major'

condern about a reduction in total revenue available to operate the district.

An expected reduction of 1S%'during 1978-79 was actually an 8% reduction. The

reduction led to some reduction in force primarily through attrition, by not
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filling vacant positions, and through some-personnel transfers.within the

system. An expected enrollment decline in 1979-80 did not materialize and the

expected decline in revenue may actually be converted to an increase of seven

or eight percent. Still when one considers the rate of inflation and the decline

in revenue during 197B-79, it is clear that it could not be "busines as usual"

y ,god idea could be fundecL4bere_

is now talk about pressure on reserves and re-allocation of resources; Where

once there had been a real feeling of "family," there is now the uncertainty

of collective bargaining results. An examination of the official response to

the dramatic changes should certainly be helpful to others who face similar

pressukes.

Included in objectives set by the board for 1979-80 are the following:

1. Increase retention district-wide by 10%

2. Achieve an ADA of 30,500.

3. Establish mutually satisfactory agreements with the AFT and

CTA.

4. Develop a community assessment proposal that will result in

current data for future planning.

Prepare long-range (5-year) plans for KOCE and for Informa-

tion Services.

Revise and update the Board Policies and Procedures Manual.

7. Maintain and improve internal and external communications.

8. Increase the number of students in the television market by

15 %.

9. Increase external funding for television activities by 20%,,

10. Develop additional contacts with high school students to

generate interest in attending community college.
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Increasing retention, community assessment, planning, updating p.o ies and

procedures, enhancinmcommunication, proactive resource'development,-and

recruitment of students comprise the agenda for Coast and hundreds of commun

colleges across the country.

By virtue' of its newness and non-traditional nature, Coastline may be in

the best position t respond,qui l4_tr new preswirg4intif4A4inthc

objectives .for1979-80. It has been involved in considerable community assess-

ment during three and One-half years of operation. -It is also'not orthy that

Coastline was the first non-campus institution to receive full accreditation.

by the WesternAssociation of Schools and Colleges. The organization of the

service-area into four administrative areas with the line administrators (:asso-

ciate deans) in the field, a mail registration process utilized by two-thirds

f the students, the student average age of 38, the utilization of more than

70G part-time instructors, And the utilization of numerous community facilities

combine to give- Coastline an ability to be fleXible and adapt in ways that

more traditional Colleges are unable to reach.

E'
Orange:Coast with its emphasis on a flat organizational structure and

with stress placed on communication processes alsohas,the ability to adapt

with changing priorities. The changing priorities within the district are

raising concerns, however, about what some refer to as "over-managementas a

potential problem in the future. Given the fact that this was the first col--
lege and that many faculty and staff members have been there for years, it is

easy to understand the concern that future changes might take away autonomy

and campus flexibility.

GOlden'West recently completed a reorganization which resulted in the

,elimination-of instructional divisions and consolidated instruction into three

institutes of about 3,100 FTE students each. The consolidation coupled with
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extensive work in setting priorities leading up to the reduction of resources

has prepared the faculty and staff to understand the thrust- Identified by the

Board objeCtives for 1979-80,

Each institution irin its own way has the ability to adapt to future pres-

but the challenge is going to be how to coordina

district-W asis.. Each thelcoll4g ;0_1111440.74#

the efforts on a

organizational clarity. They also have had the ability to fund "wish lists"

in the past. Purther 'they.have had considerable autonomy so that.decisions,

could be made "close to the action" in the words of the chancellor., Given

relatively different colJege patterns of development and given present dis-
.

trict needs as reflected in the objectives, integrated planning will become

more important for the system. Related to the planning thrust will be the

need to develop information for planning and decision-making, a need recognized

by people at all levels of the system.

It should be noted that Coast has had a computing center since. 1958, but

in recent years the computing power available has not been fully utilized

for an integrated information system. Extensive computer-assi tedinstruc-

tion has been supported, however, particularly at the two campus-based,c916

leges.. Personnel at several levels are beginning to realize where the system

has "missing .links" in information Piecessing. It is likely that a-higher

.

priority, for'admi strative functions will emerge both in response to per-

deived needs and to meet the'needs for-state reports which can be.used to

good advantage as management tools within the'district. A complete informa-

tion system could easily emerge given the computing power, the wealth of

available information and the perceived need to integrate the system.

There was a planning-task formed following the pastage of Proposition

13 and this group made an excellent start in preparation.of information` for
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planning. However, with the availability of sufficient state funds to avert
4

a major crisis, the heed.for-planning moved to a lower priority and the group

became somewhat inactive. In addition, many units in the district and on the

campuses have done some planning .but what staff membert are perceiving as

the need is to develop an integrated process that involves the operational

4444w-Many,40010100 wolve-400y-on&-the--

usual budget preparation activity.

There has been a district budget committee working in an advisory

relationship to the executive vice-chancellor for business. This .16-member

body involves faculty, staff and administrators from the colleges and the

television station. The group reviews the financial condition of the dis-

trict, conducts studies of selected operations, and stays in touch with legis-

lation which may have an impact on the funding level. The "missing link" in

this activity, as perceived by some participants, is a sense of priority on

what is desirable. The integrated planning process, supported by the inte-

grated information system, can provide the priorities sought by members of

the budget committee. These elements will certainly be in place if the dis-

trict reaches its objectives for 1979-80. If the past sets the pattern for

the future, actual budget-making will in itself continue to be .a "ground

process from division-to-college-to7district.

There is one major centralized funCtion in this system which has created

so much 'individual autonomy for its colleges. The personnel function is

handled in the district office, A placement wiliCh is likely to be solidified

_ 4
with the onset of collective bargaining with the various employee groups

The system has a position classification structure and classified salaries

are determined from a district-wide table. There are five steps within each

gradeof the wage structure and an employee reaches the maximum salary in

12(



four and one-half years. .Individual ified employees do not necessarily

have unique position descriptions, but each one iS assigned to a system wide

description. The district plans to conduct a position audit by external

evaluations within the next year to determine the effectiveness of the classi-
,

fication structure.

The personnel office is directly involved in position announcements,

changes in position descriptions, compliance activity and in facilitating

the personnel evaluation activity. The procedures that are followed seem to

be generally understood even though all.procedures have not been included in

a handbook or manual for general use. This understanding is most likely

linked to the longstanding "family" feeling and high morale. Proposition 13

t-

and the subsequent anxiety and the advent of collective bargaining will likely

push the district to formalize in writing the procedures to be followed in

personnel matters. The fact that salaries and wages have been.high in the

past would also seem to explain the relative stability. Faculty and,staff

members realize they have been In the top 10% for salaries and 1enefits in

California community colleges, a ranking sought through a "policyposition"

taken. by the board.

jrelated to _good salaries in attracting and holding good personnel has

been a supportive staff development program, The program has utilized the

many higher education institutions in the area. Employees are provided tui-

tion and,fee'support and leaves'withpartfalsalary support in some cases.

Increasing' interest is also being expresSed for more jobated, in-house

programming. the interest in more in -house progtaMsshould'ihelp. the district

and the colleges cope with th"eLpressures of-the future by providing -for more

involivement on _the_ part of employees at all levels.

;Increased interest n the needs of people has.not beenlimied_to faculty

and Staff.' Follow-up surveys of students using a sampling techniqUe are
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likely to be expanded if current-plans are-completed. There is interest at

all levels of.,the district in doing more community assessment, in reviewing.

_programs,to see if they are, meeting needs and then in "fine tunine programs
.

to utilize what is disCoVered. The district seems to be moving from simple

promotion of programs, which has been successful, to incorporation of a full

marketing concapt which,akps into account the results of research done

within and outside the institutions.

Assessment

The Coast District has bleen strong,and successful both collectively

(district) and individually (colleges)., and separate rase studies could be

written on nu erouP innovations undertaken during recent years. Funding has.

been adequate, as u,mon Strated by the fact that the campuses are debt free

and that salaries have been kept 'in the teP.10%for California community co

_ e
loges. Stability and leadership characterrze the top administrators and the

district has been boosted by yprofessional and forward - looking board. Con-

,

siderable autonomy has been delegated to the colleges 'and this has been appye-

ciated by campus personnel. There has been room for considerable-creativity

and risk-taking which in turn has led to the development of an kmpreSsive.
r,

array of instructional opportunities, student services and .community-Services.

The district is. now facing unprecedented-Ehange however

Proposition 13 and the advent of c011ective bargaining.

as,a result of

The board ha& recognized the challenges of the_future in creation of

objectives for 1979-80. Colamunity assessment, integration of an informtion

..system development. of. a planning process-to involve operational units..

updating policies and proCedur focus on recruitment' and retention of

students., and working-to maintain and enhance communication during a time of
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transition comprise an exciting agenda for the future. The Coast District

is uncommonly well prepared to face these challenges. What it must do is to

follow through on identified paths for the future.



EXHIBIT I

MANAGE NT` FOR PRODUC IviTy

Case-Study Qnestions

Are there clear service-area boundaries?

2. Do you have ongoing processes in place to determine
educational heeds in the service-area?

3. Is the college (district) mission clearly defined?

4. Is the mission based on needs in the service-area?
9'

5. Do you have evidence that college (district)
employees are committed to the mission?

6. DO you have clearly defined college (district)
goals?

7. Is the organizational structure clearly defined?

Is program development based on needs - assessment

data?

Are the manpower needs of service-area employers
well understood by college (district) staff
membrs?

`10. Are community advisory committees involved in the
development and evaluation of programs?

11. Are there regular efforts extended to determine
the extent to which constituencies have been
satisfied?

12. Are college policies and procedures readily
available to all employees?

Is the process of gbvernance clearly defined?

14. , Are the various administrative roles clearly
defined?

l5. Do you haVe a systematic planning process in_
operation?

16. Are resources allocated on the basis systematic

planning?

1.7. Does the planning proCess extend beyond the bounds
of-one fiscal year?

Are the effortspf the various units of the college
(district) coordinated to move the institution
toward accomplishment of goals?

Work
Yes No



19. Do you have position descrir ons for all
employees?

20. 'Do you have a process lor the apprains
individual performance?.

21. Do you have a clearly' understood policy on salary
and wage administration?

22. Are efforts made to relate costs to benefits or
outcomes?

23. Are processes in place t, determine whether
or not events conform to plans?

24. Do you have a management information system which
provides appropriate and timely information for
decision-making ?_

25. Is there a "positive regard" between the CEO and
the board?

26. Are college administrators aware of the extent to
which they establish the organizational climate/

27. Are participative patterns of leader and group
behavior encouraged?

-28. Are high Standards set for individual and college
unit performance?

29. Are personnel systems viewed as satisfactory by
employees?

30. Do employees experience high levels of job
satisfactiOn?

11. Are there staff development prog
employee--groups?

for all.

.32. Is there an organized rketing or public relations
program?
-

Is the college (district) proactive in resource
development?

34. Is there information available regarding student
attrition rates?'

Ar efforts being extended to reduce student
-,Attrition?

Case-Study Questions
Page Two-

Yes No
Work

Underway



36, Is the college (district} collecting evidence of
student learning?

37. Do you conduct follow-up studies of graduates and
former students?

38. Are there cooperative ventures with other community
agencies?

39 Are efforts extended to measure efficiency?

Case-Study Questions
Page Three

Yes

40. Are efforts being extended to increase productivity?
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